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Introduction

This information packet, prepared by the ERIC Counseling and
Personnel Services Center, is intended to alert the user to a body
of literature on a topic of current interest to counselors. It
identifies research reports that have been cited in the Educational
Resources Information Center's (ERIC) publication, Research in
Education (RIE), in Dissertation Abstracts International, and in
ERIC's Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE) from March
1973 through September 1974.
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Ordering Instructions

Searchlight has attempted to give availability for all materials
listed in this packet. In most cases, it is possible to obtain a
personal copy of the title listed. The sources fall into three
groupings:

ERIC Documents
References in this search for which an ED (ERIC Document)
number is given may be ordered from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EDRS). Copies are available in
either hard (photo) copy or in microfiche form. The
microfiche require a special machine for use. To order
any of the ED materials, please refer to the EDRS Order
Blank at the back of this packet.

Doctoral Dissertations

All dissertations listed in this search have been drawn
from Dissertation Abstracts International, a publication
of University Microfilms. They are available on micro-
film (MF) at $5.00 per dissertation, or in bound photo
copy (X) at $11.00 per dissertation from University
Microfilms.
To order, give the following information:

1) Order number
2) Author's last name and initials
3) Type of copy desired (microfilm or hard copy)
4) Your name and address (list separately for

billing and shipping, if they are different)
Send your order, with payment, to University Microfilms,
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

Journal Articles

Journal articles are available from the original journal
in library or personal collections. Refer to the entry
for volume and page designations.



El/ 069 080 EC 050 163
Athie.ement Cn Ibnikd. Enhancing Self-Concept

through Improvement of Academie. Muter and
Social Ski Us.

florid./ tam Cull of Education
Puh Date Jul 72
Note - (.elf
Available Inim -I' K Yong,: Laboratory School.

College of tlimeraty of Honda.
(Untessille I fond.. 12601 (SI OH)

EOSIN Peke NIE50.65 RC-33.29
Otscoptors Atademic Achictemcnt.

Ils ha% tot f,n,hienis Demonstration Pr, get 6,
I %%comma! Child Research. 'Handicapped
Childran, Re.1(111.1: leacher.. *Self Concept.
Sell Liman,. Sinaess Factors
An etpenincntal program improved students'

seff.cornept and broke their failure cycle Ss
were 19 second through fifth grade students who
wcre thstraatahli Mid had %arrow, indoodual
le. g and/or tx.havvar problems For I year.
they left their regular elanilifoOMS to spend 2
hours dads, with a special education teacher In
thvidually designed educational programs were
highly structured and emphasized both social and
academic success, which students were not Sc.
...lammed to achieving Students were provided
with success expenences in social. motor.
academe, .uid perceptual arras 'Ilwy %hafted
their ()wit successes and were rewarded for
growth Pre- and post-tests rna.wured academic
performance (math. spelling, reading, wnting
skills) and self concept Additional data included
personal betlasior graphs. work samples,
dd.:thaws. and behavioral checklists Ss made
significant gains in all ueadeMic areas tested, and
competencies in social interaction improved more
than %out] he attributed to maturity alone Self-
portraits showed that all students felt they had
improsed both ac.uicmic illy and sr. social interac-
tion Heterogeneous grouping of students de.
mantled only one special teacher and was con
sidered economic.. .1s artily tent (KW)

ED 069 999 CC 007 623
sfa(oik 1,, In kw s.
Fear of Success Sexkule Orkntation 43. the Ts*.

and Competitive Condition as Variables Affect.
mg %omen's Performance in Achiciemeat
Oriented Situations.

Putt Date 72
Sou,: I 7p Rohr press unit .0 the Annual Meet

mg tit the Midwestern Psythologn.il SM.( is
bon I 441b, VI.* 3 6. 1972 ( leseland. Ohio I

1.:011S Price NIF-111 65 fleS3,29
Descriptors A c hii. s 'trent. adtsie I actin*,

Iemales, N,dcs, NIntiv alum. Perfor In afit. e
I actors. See (C harattersditr. tex Dif
ferentcs, -Sc % Dostinitnation, Social Attitudes.
Social Dist nnmiation 'Sim tess I chits
It 11.1, bet o diggesii if that (iii women sin Less

in I ok 3, at 133esonesst m111.11133:3% ilia)
proalme negatoa akoal sant toms, resulting in a
Immo: hi h inhibits high per
t in num e in these s31u.l1nits 1211 colletn.

ethibiting fear 01 sui. %es% and nu ,anifutsng no
fear of %ince... based upon results td .1 projective
measure were witneat. Half of each group
worked on .1 task desarthed as masculine. and
halt performed tha same task deu.ohed hnwes cr.
as leillifilne In addition. part of eat h group cum
peted against man, part competed against a
wom.m, and part winked alone the results in
.thated that the current instrument for assessing
the mouse to as Ind stleess is sex -rule Mated
further. it was suggested that women perform
best on tasks and against competitor% who are
presets/MM as compatible with their manifest set
role orientation Performanae is depressed when
these condition. arc not met, due to the engage
merit of the motive to .15 Old success
I A uthocIlW

ERIC Documents

ED 071 11119 CC 007 763
South Robert l ivinoril
An Inst./ligation of the Effects of An Experimental

Training Program Using Achievement Mutisa
lion Training Concepts.

Pub Date 72
Note 20Ip Ph I) Dissertatron, L nisi:F.14 of

Mahquit
CURS Price MI141.65 11C-39,87
Descriptors- Aahlesement, High School Stu-

dents. Slothation. training, training
Iethniquirs
I his stud) etplores the areal. of .in expert.

mental training program on the achiesement
nuthsatinn lase' and other related characteristics
for Lite adolesaent age students Hie rise Month
training program %/insisted ol the following I I )
Citation,: teaching teaching the thoughts.
feeling.. and action strategies associated with the
high aelmeser. 123 in group learning experienaing
the thoughts. feelings. and at non strategies,
through (a) ohsert anon and modeling. and (hi
simulated csperwrio... (t I out group application
practising learned print iple through goal setting
An analysis of the data showed that the I xperr
mental training Program was significantly effec
the in increasing achyvement motivation lesel
and in reducing external control feeling. flow
cvt.r, the treatment was ineffeetne in reducing

tear ill failure feelings Further analysis resealed
nonsignificant changes in grades and in 'moue
tors ratings of students General aptitude was not
trdnal in dettrionning whether tine could benefit
from the program A significant negatite correla-
tion between athievenient motivation and exter-
nal %mond hangs was found ( Author/WS )

ED 071 008 CC 007 762
Prtnele. Marlene' Hente
The Responses of ('ounselor. to Behaviors As-

sociated with Independence and Achievement in
Male and Female Client.. .

Puh Date 7;
Note-- 212p . Ph 1) Dissertation. University of

Michigan
EDRS Price MF-S0.65 11C49.87
Descriptin. 'Counselor Attitudes. ( ounselor

Charade (*onmelor Vsaluation Cowl
whir Performanae I eruales, Males. Motna
Emu, Ses '('hau, teristas), Sex I/therein es.
Ses Discrimination, Sexuality, Social Attitudes
I his study analve. the effects of client set,

counselor set. and client heihiviur on the revolt,
sc. of counselor. during the initial stages of the
counseling Mier% le% hour %tient hehavior situa-
tions are used independent hehat tor. dependent
behavior. high high achieving hehatior, and low
achsesing behavior Nuniernus significant drf
ferena es were found howl:ell the reSiliDile of
clients %shish a 'unction ut the scs of the
client the sex ul the tounselor and the beltitior
of the %hod It Yid% found that when clients et.
Minted behavior which was set appropriate hs
traditional set ride norms mak aoumelor.
tended to esaluate client. by the client's success
in coping with the enstronment and fcmalt %awn-
scion tended to c ,dusts silents by the clients*
feelings about thcrirselses Wnen clients'
hchattors were not set appropnate. male anil
female counsel's/s re seised their llll entation hi
the Clients Many sigmficant difterences between
male and (ak aounsa hos were found when
comparing their response. to the dependent male
client and to the high athleting female client

aiding. suggest that 111.11e aoloweloi are mine
supporting than finale sounselors of dependent%
and high ashicve ment in clients and that it:Mall
counselor. reveal 'tor %aloes and act upon them
more directly than till Mile counselor. (Author)
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ED 071 443 FM 010 691
lobiot.3igniund Mil:thief. Philippe C
Behavioral Objectives, Sequence. and Aptitude

Treatment Interactions in CAI.
Florida State tuns lallahassee Computer,

Assisted Instruction Center
Spurns Agency- Office of Nasal Research.

Washington. D C' Personnel and [raining
Research Programs Office

Report No ('A(1 M.57
Pub Date I Aug. 72
Note 34p
EDRS Price MF.50.65 11C3.29
Descriptors 'At hiesement. Amocty.

'Behavioral Ohjectise.. Comparatise Analysis.
Computer Assisted Instruction, Programed In.
struCtriln. SeqUelthil Approach. Sequential
Programs. Student Attitudes. Testing Problems
he interaction of behavioral ohjectise..

sequence order, and test and state anxiety were
insestigated [he study had four purposes II to
examine the effects of ohjec(ises on achievement,
2) to Investigate the effects of sequencing, 1) to
study the Interaction of availability of objectives
and sequence. 4) to study the effects of ohjec
hoes and frame sequence on hoth test and stztc
anxlety the results indicated that there were not
main effects attrihutal to ohjeetives, and that
scramhling frame sequence did reduce achieve-
ment and increase program c c. It was es
peeled that providing atudents with program ob-
jectives would have no effect in the logically or-
gamed program. but that achievement of stu
dent. receiving ohjcctises and a scrambled pro.

)rum should be facthated This interaction was
hit supported by the results. As expected, A-
mide. toward the program were more positive
among students taking the logically sequenced
material compared to those receiving the sCrani
bled sequence [he fact that date anxiety was
unaffected by either objective. or sequence was
unexpected. ( AuthortIR)

ED 071 734 PS 006 203
&rens. Anne E.
Socialization of Need for Achievement In Boys and

Girls.
Puh Date 72
Note -2p. Paper presented at the Annual Con

senbon of the American Psychological Associa
non (811th. Honolulu. Hawaii. Septemhcr 2.8.
1972)

Asatl.ihlc from -American Nchological As
sociation. 1200 17th SI . N W . Washington.
DC 20036

EDRS Price MF0.65 He Not Avatlabk from
EDRS.

Descriptors Aelnevemen1 Need. Females.
Grade 5. Interaction Process Analysis. Males.
Mothers, Parent had Relation.htp.
INya bolo, mai Studies. IN> abological reds.
Questionnaires. Sex Differences. Sitemlita-

Tests
IdentifiersI ndler Anxiety Scar. Mandler

&Justin At.siety Seale. lAl Thematic
Apperception lest
Socialisation practices .1s they are directed at

MI% and girl. and as they relate to need for
achievement especially to differences in levels of
need were aompared in a Mud, population of 42
fifth grade children, 21 boys and 21 girls. and
their molly!. Both mothers and children were
goer' the atandard [Al measure scored for need
for achievement. the children were given the
Mandler,Sarason Test Anxiety Scale, and mothers
were given the Undler Antic() Scale Mother.
.3nd Ouldren were given questionn.nrcs to Wei
sore their different views of the soetallution
practice. and inferaations hctween them Results
of the study showed that low need for achleve



determined and compared to their supposed level
of proficiency on the Functional Basic Word Last
for Special Pupils ( ludyman and Groelle. 1958)
Ss were five educable sni.nully retarded (EMR)
students (f'A 9.6 :o 12.0, 10 (AM, MA 6-6 to
9.7 ) and five matched emotionally disturbed stu
dents Word sampling procedures were used in
the deselopmcitt of procedures used to measure
reading. written. and oral socabulary Ics els If a s

w a group of four words at a certain vocabu-
lary proficiency fesel, bie seat, advanced to the
next level. ranee knowledge of four random words
at .1 Icsel was found to indicate knowledge of all
words at that level Results indicated that testing
procedures developed could he used to determine
students' level of socahutar) proficiency. In
general, the Ss could read the words that Tu
dyman and liroelle suggested as expected for
them In addition. Ss knew the meaning of words
at levels higher than their expected levels when
tested orally It was determined that the three
tests (reading, written, oral vocabulary level)
could bet condensed into two tests by having Ss

.anises. cow assessing eneetiveness et programs.
(KW)

El) 069 083 EC 050 166
Education for Mentally Retarded Children and

Youth in Florida Public Schools.
Florida State Dept of Education, Tallahassee.

Div of Elementary and Secondary Education.
Pub Date Jun 72
Note -9p.
ERRS Price ME-50.65 HC-$3.29
Descriptors Classificat ion. Educational

Philosophy. Exceptional Child Education.
Identification, Mentally Handicapped. State
Standards. Student Placement

Identifiers Florida



Po, ions g(11111r ni.ntequatc suprosi andriot ni
goo mu, ti control low aced tin athicttnlerI pas
wave 111,110,, but no Coils of ImuldnI
wa t, is i n. 411 and 'licit w rs in "ham. (ontoa Met, m d for o hic o.rii lit hut. stiow4 no
wort. no .11115 in Ilk repolt,11 allionnIs of
nn IS fts of noel" oon and high aced for
I.1.a," unlit trills repo/lid steno...only more
.,tins. oils tattoos than 11,11 1Ine control, but

none of the other ,01111eJ ware siesta-omit
I he important 1.1(.101 Ill Ile 4 4 IJI./.1(1011 of neul
it,1 at hicsement appsar to he t:spectations and
demands lot "11.1:CIIICII. .111(/ Inderendell(e
made ." ar:''''('",(C .43 around age c in this
sample coup)cd with pootise interaction of sup
port and i moderatt amount of control ID'S;

ED 072 369 CG 007 726
Kaplan. If Rir) And Miters
Human Relations Perspectives on Motivation: A

Critical Appraisal.
Pub Date Aug 72
Note-24p . Paper presented at the American

Sociological Association meeting (61th. August
28.31. 1972. New Orleans, Louisiana)

EDRS Price MF50.65 HCS3.29
Descriptors-Conference Reports, Cultural Fac-

tors. Decision Making. Employee Attitudes.
Human Relations, Literature Reviews.
Management. Mucfcls Motivation. Parucipa
hon, Personality, Personnel Management.
Personnel Policy. Self Actualization. Social
Class. Work Attitudes
While the appellation of Human Relationist has

fallen into disuse today vestiges of this tradition
persist in many approaches to "humanize'. or-
ganizations In this paper. Human Relations as-
sumptions about the motivation of workers and
their desire for participation arc analyzed and us-
ceased in relation to empirical studies A typology
of models of participation is also developed to
compare and evaluate workable methods of par-
ticipation in organizations with the more idealistic
alternatives offered by advocates of humanistic
management and industrial humanism The data
indicate that Human Relationists may be overstat-
ing the utility and benefits derived from increased
worker participation in organizational decision
making. and their belief in the necessity for wor-
kers to self-actualize in their Jobs is predicated
upon assumptions which seem to ignore the in-
fluence that social class has on the motivations of
workers, (Author)

ED 075 554 1:1) (113 545
nom! /twined St N.a74...byhtz SI

Perceptions of Success and Failure by Ditad-
santaged Elementary S4hthil Children. Final /Is-
land.

Bate l (II, (II %OA NAvik 'stone Illook
AVent s %.11011.11 ( uitt i for 1.11mational

Research and I )c sell gum lit (1)111 WAD ).
(. a.lunphnl. U ( k spinal Research Program

Pith I).111. %0,
( tf.1(11 Ol lo 2'1 lit it
oil` 2 I p
F,DRS Prier 11.-$11.6S
liesciiiitois At.Ideftlit At hit scnient. tam.,

,oars 'student., *Do wtsantageil Youth. I IC
Stflool Shalt.11ts
Inclisidni d Pmscr Shuts NOt11,

'students Plat spi,fi Racial !Micron es, Sell
ontept Set Milo, nets Social Ditlerents.

MO.-01101111C %1.111iN. I rh.nl l oath
Voiloition :tarns 1,1,ith, .1 way of not spik I

tug athitstnienl monsation which It., 1"yetht, 1
the aLlitt st met,1 Mot", and the stiasc tat tuntiul
t,iti,thle t( olcInatt. tt 1 In attthnoll to tins
4.011,0111.d s LIMN .11I(11,011011 iticors has an all
situ li)c.f ii pmemiat programs for implementing
change I lie rt sc.oth des tibial here was direr 101
1.%.1111 .1n attritostion thews analssit ill academic

mot:mein of %cpfn I lie 'impose id the
research was to ,ystl.malutall% rdwerse and v..110-
ate causal Id( (Ws III determining academia per
Immune among ,,, i , let ts ,.using in social class
ind rake In tip first studs, attributions to the
tour Tat too. of Abdo% Mort. task MOW nits and
task wets e.1.,fillinctl ti (dig II. di W14111111. )11(71(

enacts on ICCISSIO Of pride shame and subsequent
at bon Die set and study fix used on the ham,
prumea: or the fincsent 14:Watch i C . there art to

(141.m.1,4o o,s.11 atin,rent Ls in how success
and !mime Mc inktineed One fitintIrtl anti
1%011% (trade I is c children were selected as suit
lei is from ni . t with a
noputitom wlu, h was In tiIMVIteow, tai Muth su
cm' class and ra. lid bat aground In the thud slit

t+.1, md as a nom erbal indicant
of the mown! to which internal attributions are
being made Ninety Ms (Math and fifth gr.ulas
were tested Illey weie divided in r sin groups of
lb subjects each on the basis of sex. Lac. and

socioeconomic status ( Author/1M)

ED 076 188 JC 730 112
Preising, Paul P Frurr, Robert
Increasing Student Retention Through Application

of Attitude Change Packages (and) Increasing
CPA and Student Retention of Low Income
Minority Community College Students Through
Application of Nightengale Conant Change
Packages; A Pilot STUDY.

Pub Date 73
Note-17p . Paper presented at California As-

sociation for Institutional Research. May. 1972
EDRS Price MF-$0.65 HC -53.29
Descriptors-Adults. Autoinstructional Aids,

'Changing Attitudes, independent Study.
Learning Motivation, Low Income Groups,
Minority Groups, Post Secondary Education.
Self Concept. Tape Recordings, Technical Re.
ports

Identifiers-Nightengale Conant Attitude
Change Packages
The first of two studies reported was conducted

to determine whether unemployed aerospace en.
gineers who received computer science training
as well as the NightengaleConant attitude change
packages would have a significantly higher course
completion rate than control classes who were
given the same training without the attitude
change packages The experimental class totaled
30. They listened to the NightengaleConant
tapes and were given class instruction concerning
attitudes and goals Findings showed that Ss
benefitted from both the occupational training
and the experience of learning to set personal
goals and to change attitudes. The second study
was conducted to determine whether the applica-
tion of NightengaleConant attitude change
packages to low-income. minority community col-
lege students would increase their grade point
averages and retention rates. Ss were 24 low-in-
come minority students who enrolled in Fall 1972
at San Jose City College and were awarded
California Extended Opportunity Program grants
in aid Tapes were checked in and out by student
supervisors, little, if any, effort was made to
discuss with students ideas on the tapes. Results
showed that the CPA and retention rates of these
students were higher than the GM and retention
rates of the comparable control group. (KM)

ED 076 375 SE 015 710
Kilt h. Dale Roy
Concept of Self and Mathematics Achievement.
Puh Date 72
Note- I 3hp . Ed D Dtssertation, Auburn Untver

any

Available (nail- Unit/Cf%Ity Microfilms, 300
North Zech Road, Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106
(Order No 72. 21.622 MI-54 00 Xerography.
S 1 0 )

Document Not Available from EDRS.
Deteriptors -Achievement Doctoral 'Theses.

Llementary School Mathematics, Grade 6. In.
struction. Mathematics Education, Rcsearch.
Self Concept. Student Characteristics.
Feather Characteristics

Identifiers-Research Reports
I his study invethgated the relation between

student mathematics achievement, student self
concept. teacher mathematics competence, and
teacher self concept in traditional and individual.
Ind classes A random sample of 602 rural sixth
grade students and their 26 teachers were ad.
ministered the -1 ennessee Self Concept Scale."
Jensen's "lest of Understandings of the Real
Number System." and the '('omprehensive Test
of Rama A significant relation was found
between student self concept and mathematics
achievement ir , 25) Further ;nuns are
presented and discussed (Author/MM)

CG 007 999El) 076 9(14
Ott 1, 14 aril 1 Intl °go, I
Sr% MUM:ices. Potitite leedhatk and Intrinsic

ka. heater I 1111 % V M.111.1gt(11L.11 Re..C.1(011
COM.'

Pub Date %lay 71
'Note lap Paper presented at the hasten)

Psychological Asmit 'anon Cunsentiun
!Washington. DC May 3 5, P.073)

EDRS Price S11.0.65 HC -53.29
Descriptors-College Students, eedack.

males, 'Individual Power. Males, S11111%.1
Ill/11. MOtitation techniques, Needs. Per-
Gamines:. Positise Reinforcement. Reinforce
areal, Research Project.. Rewards. Self Con.
cep:. Ses Differences, social Attitudes, Social
ReinforLement
I he paper presents two expctinients which test

the -change in feelings of competence and sclf
determination- proposition of cognstsse esalua.
min theory this Ptlf117.:((0%. states that whin
person recent:. feedback about his performance
on .in antrInsic.414 nioncalcil 4,41%11) thy. 11411111.t.
(1011 will affect his taint of competence and self-
tICIetntin.ition, thereby affecting his intrinsic
motitation Results of the experiments. pm-
formed with undergraduate students. indicate that
ramose verbal reinforcentents decreased intrinsic
motivation for females while they increated it for
males and that negatise feedback decreased in
trinsic motivation presumably by weakening the
subject's feelings of competence and self-deter
nonation These data, as well as other related too
dies. suggest that the traditional widespread use
of esternal rewards and 4.4mttols has had unlit.
tended. negatite consequences on motivation and
perfmniance This implies that we should begin
to consoler intrinsic motisation mote carefully
and structure reward and control systems which
will be less likely to interfere with intrinsb:
motivation IAuthurJSLSl

ED 077 043 CS 500 266
late. Eugene Miller. Gerald R
Resistance to Persuasion Following Counterattitu-

dinal Advocacy: Some Preliminary Thoughts.
Pub Date Apr 71
Note -19p., Paper presented at the Annual ttleet

mg of the International Communteation Assn
(Montreal. April 25.28. 1973)

EDRS Price MF -$0.65 HC-53.29
Descriptors - behavioral Science Research.

Changing Attitudes, Communtcation
(Though) Transfer). Interpersonal Com
petcnce, 'Motivation Techniques. 'Persuasive
Discourse. Research Reviews (Publications)
the authors employ earlier research as a

springboard from which to further investigate the
relative resistance to counterpropaganda of at.
tutudc change resulting from counterattitudinal
advocacy and from passive exposure to a persua
sive message Two hundred and twenty.six un
dergraduate students enroll xi in summer session
courses on sociology. political science. and educa
lion at a small Michigan college were asked to
write (Counterattitudinal Advocacy condition)
and read (Passive Reception condition) persua.
sit,e messages which would ostensibly be used to
convince college freshmen to live on campus
Various other activities were also required of the
subjects Considering earlier conclusions and the
implications which ensued, the results of this
study were disappointing there were no der
ferences In the amount of resistance to unmediate
eounterpropaganda conferred by counieratiou
deal advocacy and passive message reception

nattier findings of greater immediate attitude
change for those engaging in counteratiouilinal
adsocacy were not replicated Several possible
explanations for the negative results are °incised
in the discussion of the stud) MO

El) 1178 936 PS 006 556
Robert

The Effect of Social and Cognitive Interaction
Strategies on Children's !Motivation to Achwse
in School.

Oregon I'm% , 1tigene Ihpt of Curnculum iiixl
Instruction

Pub I).itc 1 el, 71
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Identifiers- Children s Manifest Anxiety Scale.
Intellectual Achievement Responsibility
Ouestionna. Piers Harris Self Concept Scale
1 hree test instruments wcrc used in a self-con

tent study of 371 school children in grades three
through sit (11 the Piers- Harris Self Concept
Scale, (2) the hot Ilectual Achievement Responsi
holity Questionnaire. and (3) the Children's
Manifest Anxiety Scale the study explored the
relationship of self concept is acceptance of
responsibility for intellectual achievement and
anxiety over intellectual Witte, particularly as
function of age air sex Result, show that, across
the grades. pupils with low self concept gradually
assume less responsibility for school success Pu
pus with high self concept gradually increase
their acceptance of responsibility for success
horn grade three 10 five, maintaining a high level
of aceeptance in grade sic Cub ennsistently
score higher than hos, tin measures of anxiety
Pupils with low self eoneept show much higher
anasee levels in all grades examined than pupils
with high self concept Boys with how selfconcept
showed a generally consistent decrease in anxiety
from fourth grade to sixth The authors anticipate
that a longitudinal design study might radiate the
establishment of self concept levels prior to the
third grade, in which case attempts to enhance
sell concept would need in begin at the outset of
the school experience (Author/NMI')
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non ( thought 'I render). 1-thine Croups. In
terpeisonal Relationship. Mass Media, Mexican
Americans, Motivation, Socsoccliaomic
Status. Televisson Research

Identsfsers-1.uhhock ('ircus)
Motivation and aspiration for a better life can

he examined in relation to media behavior of ran-
dam samples of the blacks. Chseanos, whites, and
affluent whites in Lubbock. Texas In such a stu-
dy. no significant difference in motivation and
aspiration. as influenced by media. can be fnund
among ethnic and other groups This
phenomenon is likely the result of the ubiquitous
availability of electronic and print media to all
levels of society These results throw doubt on
the traditional McClelland contention that
minority groups generally lack motivation The
findings also show no significant difference
between the sexes' aspiratu.nt and motivations
for work toward desired gnats Subjects demon
strated such behavior in tests of their viewing.
listening, and reading, their interpersonal commu-
nication. their communication topics, their rnle
reversal playing for media control, their
knowledge about governmental agencies, and
their attitudes toward various local issues Very
few significant diffcrenees appeared among ethnic
gioups, however, more women than men disliked
violent and pornographic television programs
(C111
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Change. Behavior !hewn:, Elementary
School Students. Expectation. Parent At
musics. Parent Child Relationship. Self Con
ccro. Student Role

Identifiers-Michigan State Self Concept of Abdo
ties Scale
Parental control of children's academic per

formance is discussed in terms of two paver.
lives in social psychology behavioral modifica
Unit and symbolic snteractionism A synthesis of
the two approaches provides a multiple blew of
st a conceptual behavior in *MO self concept is
r000dered .1 social nom holloftI cinccnt %One,'

to variation Alf OS] time J11.1 situations '1 his study
dealt with fifth and sixth graders' verbalizations
about their abilities and eon:pct.:items associated
with then roles as students Sell report eatcgorses
:onsoted of nom variehlv, derived hum the
behavioral modificatilin and symbithe mlerae
nonal treatments of parental control Child
parent pairs (N= 1211) from four communities
served as suhjetts Children's self eonceptualiza-
non, were assessed using tLe Michigan State Self
Concept of Abilities Seale, parental hchvisir was
assessed directly through interviews Analysis of
results indicated further esopirscal support for the
notion that parent' evaluations are in
shaping children's self conceptualizing behaviors
with regard 11/ thllr CUMpetetlea, .is Students The
magnitude of all M1.4tUred ascot iations, however,
was moderate 11/ weak DIM. ussiun of results con
cerned strategics 111 increase parentai effective
ness an p3snasrely affecting children's academic at
tstudes und behavior (I)P.
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:scriptors-Age Differences. Disadvantaged
Youth. Economically Disadvantaged. Educa
tional Diagnosis. Elementary School Students.
Negro Students. Racial Differences. SeIf Con
cot. Self Esteem. Sex Differences. Suspers
%ion, Urban Schools

Identifiers-Florida Key Scale. Loussiana
fhe purpose of this study of fourthgrade stu

dents on the New Orleans Public Schools during
the 1972.73 session was to achieve a better un-
derstanding of the characteristics. reasons for
suspension. and selfconcept of students
suspended from low socio.cconomse schools The
idea that poor self-concept asalearner is a sig
nificant factor which differentiates the suspended
student from the nosuspencled student was eon
ceptualized and tested The study used a non-ex-
perimental design involving the use of ex post
facto r h. This design involved the pairing of
41 suspended students with 11 nonsuspended
students on the variables or age. sex, race, grade.
and soc:oeconomic level Student selfreports on
the Self Appraisal Scale and the teacherstudent
ratings within each group The findings indicate
that fourthgrade students suspended from low
snag, economic schools arc generally black males
who arc: ovcraged for grade placement. deficient
in academic skills, borderline r below in mental
ability. and frequently absent from school. The
suspended students' self-concept asalearner
mean scores were significantly lower than those
of the nonsuspended students on the FKS
(Author/JM)
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Hrudun rim. id. Studs ni Altitudes. luttutal
Poogim. tutoring
( hddrro tom, low income, ghetto, and minim

is groups tend to doplay low level of per
tomato e ran school nod evaluatid themselves AS
wont than most students on Ono school per
formance Ibis study exnones the impact of self
,oricept nn academic aihievement Ii was
hypotheoici that 1I1 reinforcement of behaviors
onpoitant to asademis susses, increases achieve
merit, 421 as academic aihicsement imprioes,
academic self concept becomes more potitIVC,

r it social rewaids I verbal and written
praise I are mote effective than economic or
ioken rewards (small amounts of n lllll I in tin
p,,,5 cailemo .uhievement Forty two black
students with scores below the average of the',
class on achievement and self concept measures
were selected fur this study from grades four. five
and its in one school leachers rated the stu
dent* intellestual development on a four point
scale both before and after treatment t he tau
dents were randomly assigned to one of three
tivatmeot g ps for 12 weeks Group one
received intensive tutoring and counseling corn,
tuned with token reinforcement firoup two
received intensive tutoring and counseling cum-
toned with social reinforcement Croup three
teceised no counseling or reinforcement the
subjects were pretested on Cadernos and self
concept measures. recessed their resort bye treat
merits. end were reticted the tutoring counseling
was carried out by the experimenter to one hour
sessions twice a week for each group
(Authe.11M
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Can he used in the job training program contest
the guiding conceptions for the research were

based on Atkinson's theory of Actin-semen,
motoiation, timin's ins estigations of expeclAncteS.
and msasurenti art guidelines of psychometri,
theory the focus of this study was printark on
Ito identiGcation and measuiement of individual
re ,,,,, 1.011) tharauttottcs which may pia) an tin
normlit role In a job trainees' apacity to obtain
and maintain employment (NTIS)
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I of iiiiir time cultural anthropologot$ have
allsMpled to esphon regularities of hehasoir in
large groups t nations trines, etc ) through a se
ryes of studies generally known as -cationsl
chalai let ' or -modal personality- studies The
investigation repOrled here attempts to adapt the

modal pcommalit+ approach In organizational
research the major criticisms of earlier research
ir. the anthropological tradition are reviewed and
several suggestions are generated for developing a
modal personality approach to organizational
research lAuthort
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Volume I is the narrative and statistical ac

count of a study identifying and measuring in-
dividual characteristics which mat, Influence a Job
trainees' capacity to obtain and maintain success
ful employment (CE000159) This is Volume II
which contains appendix materials Appendix A
Interview, Blob History, C-Behavior Instructions
and Score Sheet, DRespondent Letters. ERepli
cation of Sommerfield Research (1969) (MS)
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College Students. Overachievers, Self Control.
Student Almnation, Student Attitudes, Un
derachievers, Values
there are a number of apparent similarities

hetween dropouts and academic achievers both
groups have been described as alienated and im
pulsive. and both can he difficult counselees
because they reject some traditional values This
investigation focused on the behaviors and at
titudes of a group of 23 male college sophomores
who were academic underachievers, and a
matched group of overachievers Longitudinal in
lerview data and test data were collected The
results supported the hypotheses that un
derachievers would be significantly more likely
than overachievers to report and display "tr
responsible" behaviors arising from impulsivity
and anxiety over achievement in work situations
Cluster analyses of subjects' scores on the Om
nibus Peisamality Inventory and Opinion. At
totude, and Interest Survey, together with inter-
view data suggest the pondultty of subgroup ap
proach to underachievement In addition, ex-
cerpts from the interviews illustrate the kinds of
complex interactions that underachievers have
with work, with teachers, and with those trying to
intervene (Authors
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iety. Chdd Development. Failure 'Athos. Ju-
noir High Schanl Students, Peer Acceptance,
Reading Level. School Lnvironment, Success
factors
'this report. after thoroughly surveying the

literature on antics/. acceptance, and achieve
ment, focuses on the relationship between a
child's anxiety, peer acceptance. reading level,
and overall school achievement as part of child
development I ight seventh grade classes served
as subjects fur the study which examtned such
variables as age. set, v sineeonOMIC level, scores
on Iowa efts of basic Molts, Iowa Silent Reading

ed, and Children s Manifest Anxiety Scale with
L-scate, and mitiometric mungs of peers Results
show that anxiety does not relate significantly
with the other variables under examination, with
the exception of age Howevei, peer acceptance
does reflect a relationship with school achsese
merit. reading level. set. and socioeconomic level
The author contends that since one lustmejtion
for tracking students consists in freeing the child
from the anamty of competing with academically
Alike students_ time ahsence of anxiety as a con
tributing variable supports the abolishment of
such homogeocous groups (Author/LAA)
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DescriptorsAchievement. Behavior Develop.

ment. Behavior Patterns. College Students.
High Achievers. Achievers, 'Motivation.
'Performance Factors, Persistence., Risk, Suc
ecus Factors
Two experiments are reported in which a cog-

nitive (anti/lutanist) model of achievement
motivation is applied to two achievemeig4Wied
behaviors, persistence and selection of inter.
mediatetitk tasks Results of Experiment I in-
dicated that S's perceived effort expenditure was
related to persistence for high achievers in Ex.
penmen( IL Pugh achievers made more Inter
mediate risks than low achievers. There were no
significant differences within achievement groups
across public and private attributional conditions
Results were discussed m terms of establishing
environmental conditions conducive to the per
formance of achievement related behaviors
(Author)
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Descriptors Adult Programs. College

Programs, Iluniamsm. Individual Needs.
'I anguage Instruction. Language Programs,
Psychological Needs. Reading Comprehension
A consideration of reading potentials could

produce a more balanced outlook concerning the
future of reading in our society In working with
students on the improvement of 'mailing, we find
that comprehension problems are often related to
attitudes about language, facts, and accuracy that
arc opposed to the requirements of the learning
situation I his is a humanistic problem As a
component of college and adult reading pro-
grams some type of "language" dimension
should be added to help students de clop aware
ness andior improsement in the following Ian
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Family Influence. Females. Goal Orientation,
Mottvation. Occupational Aspiration. Parent
Child Relationship. 'Parent Influence. Sex Dd.
ferences
This speech relates the results of a study

designed to discover what combination of loving.
or-rejecting and casual -or- demanding mothers
and fathers is likely to produce the highest
achievement orie.stations among girls and what
combination of parent child relations is least
productive of achievement orientations The data
for this study came from the questionnaire
response, of 949 girls who were seniors in high
school in 1967 the self administered question-
naire included a scale of parent-child relations as
well as measures of actual achievement (average
high school grades) and aspirations for achieve.
ment (educational and occupational expecta-
tions) f he highest overall achievement orienta
lion was found among girls whose mothers were
loving and demand.ng whits their fathers were re.
jecting and casual In contrast the lowest achieve-
ment-oriented girls had mothers who were reject-
ing and casual and fathers who were loving and

demanding. This reversal demonstrates that the
particular combination of relationships with both
parents is an important element in the achieve-
ment orientations of young women The combina-
tions of parent-child relations associated with
high achievement orientations for girls was mar-
kedly different from those for boys (Author/LP)
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Behavior Change. College Students. Desen-
sitization. Progressive Relaxation.
Psychotherapy. Testing Problems

Identifiers-Achievement Anxiety Test
The present study compared the effects of as-

union with that of progressive relaxation training;
in systematic desensitization. Nineteen Ss were
selected on the basis of exemplifying high de.
bilitating test anxiety according to Alpert and
Haber's (1960) Achievement Anxiety Test.
Results showed that test anxious Ss who received
either relaxation or assertive training experienced
a significantly greats- reduction in debilitating
test anxiety on both the post. (p less than 0.001)
and six week follow-up (p less than 0.01) mea-
sures than no-treatment control Ss with cor-
responding pre-treatment scores. Although the
post-treatment measure indicated that relaxation
was significantly more effective than assertion.
the six week follow-up failed to reveal a signifi-
cant difference between the two parameters In
addition, assertive training was shown to bring
about a significant reduction in test anxiety in al-
most half the time as relaxation. (Author)
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Problems. Elementary School Students. Leader-
ship. Locus of Control, Low Income Groups.
Models, Pccr Groups, Reinforcement. °Self
Concept, Social Behavior, Student Attitudes.
Youth Leaders
A student leadership program was implemented

in an elementary school to increase the social
value of constructive (appropriate) classroom
behavior and to generate more positive pupil at-
titudes toward self and school. The specific aims
of the intervention were to reduce the disruptive,
negative behavior of some socially powerful stu-
dents while increasing the rewards for more ap-
propriate models and for teacher efforts to im
prove classroom climate The Ss were low-income
black students to grades 4, 5 and 6. Eight
teachers and 280 peers identified 64 actual or
potential social leaders who were randomly as
signed to experimental or control conditions
Teachers classified the Ss as generally positive or
negative in attitudes and behavior The effects of
the intervention upon attitudes of leaders were
determined by measures of self-concept, locus of
control, social efficacy, and attitudes toward
school Periodically, subject behavior was rated
by teachers and coded by naive observers Par-
ticipation as leaders did reduce the tendency of

aJ

subjects with negative attitudes and behavior to
become increasingly negative Males, especially.
increased their sense of efficacy and internal ac
ceptance of responsihility. The highest post-inter-
vention selfreports came from the most success
ful leaders (as ranked by the experimenter)
(Author/LP)
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Hoffman. Afatnn I.
Toward a Developmental Theory of Prosocial

Motivation.
Michigan erns Ann Arbor Dept of Psychology
Pub Dale Aug 72
Note-- lop , Paper presented at the National In.

.route of Child Health and Human Deveiop
ment Workshop (Elkratge. Maryland. May 16.
1072), Developmental Program. Report #7,
For related document. see PS 007 018

EDRS Price MF-50.65 HC-$3-29
Descriptors-Affective Behavior, Behaircir

Development, Behavior Patterns, Concept
Formation, Early Childhood. Empathy. Learn-
ing Processes. Motivation, Role Perception.
Social Behavior. Socialization

identifiers -Guilt, Role Takig. Sympathy
This paper presents a summary of behavior

concepts that together provide the outline of a
possible developmental theory of prosocial
motivation. These concepts, based on human
role-taking capacities, include empathic distress.
sympathetic distress, personal guilt, and existen
teal guild At first. a child cannot discriminate
between himself and others in emphatic distress
Then he learns to discriminate and can feel sym
pithy for others through four developmental
stages' ( I ) the child's assumption of the other's
feelings are first based on the projection of his
own feelings, even though his objective is to re-
lieve the other's distress. (2) the child becomes
aware that the other's perspective is different
from his own, and guesses what his feedback
should be. (3) the child synthesizes his empathic
distress reaction to the other's feelings in a situa-
tion with a cognitive construction of the other's
general misfortune, and (4) the child can com-
prehend the plight of entire groups of people.
The concept of personal guilt is described as a
synthesis of sympathetic distress and an aware-
ness of being the cause of the other's distress Ex-
istential guilt, which is the last concept, Is
described as coming from a realization that a per-
son is enjoying what others cannot enjoy, or is
not suffering what others suffer Anecdotal exam-
ples of each prosocial behavior concept are
given. (SET)
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Roffman, Martin L.
Empathy, Role-Taking, Guilt, and Development of

Altruistic Motives.
Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Dept. of Psychology.
Spons Agency-National Inst. of Child Health

and Human Development (NIFI), Bethesda,
Md

Pub Date Jun 73
Note-69p., Paper presented at the National In-

stitute of Child Health and Human Develop.
ment Workshop (Elkridge, Md.. May 1972),
Revised form of paper presented at the Annual
Meeting of APA (80th, Honolulu. Hawaii. Sep.
2-8. 1972); For related document, see PS 007
014

EDRS Price MF-$0.65 HC.$3.29
Descriptors-Age Differences. Altruism.

Behavior Patterns, Cognitive Development,
Concept Formation. Early Childhood, Emo-
tional Development. Empathy. 'Motivation.
Self Concept. Social Behavior, Socializatien

Identifiers-Guilt. Role Taking
This paper presents the theory that altruistic

motives develop out of the synthesis of empathic
distress and the child's increasingly sophisticated
cognitive development. especially has level of self.
other differentiation An examination of empathy
and the sense of other is included, followed by a
discussion of empathic distress. various forms of
sympathetic distress. cognitive mediation. personal
and existential guilt. and some hypotheses about
socialization that derive from the theory A
review of research on object permanence in in
fonts. role taking in earl, childhood, and identity
in later childhood as visa included. (SET)
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skills is smaller and sometimes resersed The
qualltatise aspects of teacher and parent teaching
inputs are highly substitutable Lower aeloestng
students are more dependent on teachers than
higher achieving students because they have less
educated parents and access to loser other non
school learning inputs They attempt to eompen.
sate by studying more and obtaining more help
from their less educated parents, but the teacher
is their primary skilled teaching input Cora
sequcntly. schools has e a greater marginal impact
on hot er achieving students 1 hey tend to equal
are achiesement among all students esen when
poorer quality resources, ir. rartIcular teachers,
are allocated to lower achieving students Greater
equalization could he obtained by allocating the
higher quality school resources to hisser achieving
students Parent, student, school and teacher
questionnaires appear in the appendix as .ell is
several zero order correlation matrices (Author)
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Disincentives to Effective Employee Training and

Development.
Coil Service Commission, Washington. (

rasrang Management Do,
Pub Date 7
Note-146p
1.1)tS Price SIE.10.65 HC$6.58
DeSeriPtOrS- Case Studies. 1 dtleJtiOUJI De %clop

merit. Iducational Opportunities. 1 edeial
Gosernment. Government Employees, I itera
turc Reviews. Motivation. Organs/Minna/
Development. Personnel, Personnel Fs aloation
Surveys. Training Allowances, Vioeational
Development
The purposes of the study were to atebtrg ois

incentives to ettettive employee training and
development in government agencies and to
reetimmend means of offsetting them The three
stages of the study were ( I) an initial search for
information including a survey of employee
development spectahsts. a literature search, a
levies', of the findings of a special study on
utilization and productivity, and a review of the
presinus 'Decision to train" study. (2) develop
menu of working hypotheses as they applied to
executises. managers and supervisors, employee
development specialists (EDS). and employees,
and ( intlepth studies to test the hypotheses A
budget study showed that little long-range
planning for training and development is carried
out at top levels Disincentives to training occur
.1% a result of personnel ceiling reductions and
restrictions on travel A study was made of the
role of employee development specialists Indepth
ease studies were carried out in three federal
agencies representing varied missions. organiza-
tional structure, sties, and grade levels and occu.
nations by questionnaire and interview It was
found that supervisors and managers train and
develop employees unsystematically and mostly
for short term objectives (MS)
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An Assessment of the Possible Relationship of the

Practice of Medltatloa to Increases In Aftentive-
nen to Learning.

Puh Date Dec 72
Note 46p
E DRS Price MP -$0.65 HC-S3.29
DescriptorsAchievement. Attentson Control.

Empathy, Grade 7. Junior High School Stu
dents, I earning. I earning Activities, Listen
ing Skills. Personal Growth, Program Evalua-
tion, Research Projects. Self Actualization.
Teacher Education

IdentifiersMeditation
A group of 24 seventh grade students was in.

volved in a meditation (zen) experience as a
means of assessing the relationship of meditation
to learning Using simple rote memory task as
both a pre-test and a post-test the experomer.:41
group (N=s16) showed a significant Inc ease ( 01)
in the number of objects recalled. whereas with
the control group no significant increase occured
'this suggests that meditation, which leads to
greater ult.:awareness. facilitates greater atten
trueness to learning However, on a second post.
test giver six months after the meditation ex.
perience had ended, no significant increases were
noted between the post tests of either group. The
experimental group, though, had not continued
the meditation practice after termination of the
program suggesting the process had not been
fully internalized during the time they had been
involved in the actual meditation experience.
(Author)
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Hughes, France! Whire
Self-Concept Development In Inner-City Seventh

Grade Youth as Affected by the Influence of
Community School Counseling on Significant
Others.

Pub Date 72
Note -270p, Ph.D Dissertation, Catholic

University of America
EBBS Price MF-10.65 HC-S9.87
DescriptorsCounseling Effectiveness. Disad

vantaged Youth. Doctoral Theses, Parent Child
Relationship. Parent Counseling. Parent In

Parent School Relationship. Research
Projects, Role Theory. Self Concept. So-
cialization. Urban Education
The primary objective in this study was to

determine the extent to which counseling with
significant adults (parents) for the purpose of
modifying their attitudes, values, and behavior
would manifest itself in the self.concept centered
attitudes and values of their children after 13
weeks A secondary purpose was to determine
the effectiveness of the community school (3 to 9
P M ) in creating for itself an ancillary guidance
role to enhance and extend the services of the
core program (9 A M to 3 P.M.). Subjects were
188 inner -city seventh grade youth from five par-
ticipating junior high schools in Washington, D C.
Pretestposttest gains of the subjects were deter-
mined by the California Test of Personality
Other participants were subjects' parents, who
received the counseling and applied at home
what they learned There were three treatment
groups structured, unstructured (placebo), and
control (nontreatment) Statistically significant
gains were observed in the posttreatment aware-
ness of the subjects in selected self-concept cert.
tend personal and social life adjustment
techniques The structured group process proved
more effective than the unstructured group
process for the 13-week period. In the flexible
community school program, mortality was
minimal (Author/LP)
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Miller. C Dean, Ed
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Guidance: Psychological Education Activities
Evaluted,

Minnesota State Dept of Education, St Paul
Pupil Personnel Services Section

Spons AgencyOffice of Education (OHM),
Washington, DC

Pub Date 73
Note-445n
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EDRS Price MI40.65 HC-116.45
Descriptors Communication Skills. Elementary

School Guidance. Elementary School
Teachers. Guidance Programs, Parent School
Relationship. Peer Relationship. Program
Evaluation, Psychoeducational Processes,
Self Concept. Student Development

IdentifiersEkmentary Secondary Educatien
Act Title Ill, ESEA Title Ill
This publication. fourth in a series on elemen.

Loy school guidance. fix:uses primarily on three
target populations counselors arc committed to
serve, children, teachers, and parents It contains
a collection of controlled studies and the impact
of counselor effort on a variety of important
guidance outcome variables selfconcept, peer
status, attitude toward school, and interpersonal
communication skills of teachers and parents In
virtually all of the research reported, the positive
influence of counselorled act:yams is a result of
some destgnated competence applied in a systc.
Mille way to a spec:fie need of children, teachers
or parents It appears that psychological educa-
tion, like cognitive learning, is most successful
when learning activities arc relevant and
presented in an orderly manner over time.
(Author/LP)
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Spew, Jeffrey M. Sjietss, Madeleine L.
Reinforced Readiness Requisites: A Culturally

Relevant Behavior Modification Program for
Mexican-American, Indian and Black Children.

Pub Date Aug 73
Note-8p Paper presented at the Annual Con-

vention of the American Psychological Associa-
tion (81st, Montreal, Canada, August 27-31.
1973), Reproduced from best available copy

EDRS Price W10.65 HC-13.29
DescriptorsAeademie Achievement, American

Indians. Behavior Change. Disadvantaged
Youth. Intervention. Mexican Americans,
Motivation, Negroes. Reinforcement.
Remedial Programs
The Reinforced Readiness Requisites (RRR)

program was developed to provide Mexican-
American, Indian. and Black children with the
necessary motivation for learning, Cern prised of a
three-stage behavior modification strategy to im
prove substandard academic performance. RRR
utilizes tangible rewards with the additional com
ponents of token and intermittent reinforcement
schedules to prevent performance decrement
once tangible sources of reinforcement are
withdrawn. Results from two field tests reveal
that ( I) experimental subjects performed signifi-
candy better than controls, (2) experimental sub-
jects showed substantial gain from pretest to post-
test. and (3) subjects maintained their per-
formance in the absence of tangible rewards.
(Author/DP)
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Hubbard, W. Donald Zoom, Nancy
Group Conferences to Promote Self-Directed

Proemial Behavior: 1971.72 Field Test Report,
Wisconsin Univ., Madison. Research and

Development Center for Cognittve Learning.
Spons AgencyNational Inst. of Education (D

HEW ), Washington, D.C.
Report NoTR255
Pub Date Jul 73
ContractNE-C-00-3.0065
Note-75p., Report from the Quality Verificatton

Section
EMS Price MF0.65 HC-$3.29
DrscriptorsBehavior Change, Conferences,

Decision Making, Elementary School Students,
Feedback, Field Studies, Group Dynamics,
Motivation, Reinforcement, Research Pro-
jects, Self Control, Student Behavior
This paper reports the findings of a field test of

the motivationalinstructional procedure group
conferences to promote selfdirected prosocial
behavior. The field test was carried out in eight
Wisconsin multiunit schools Each school or unit
leveloped Its own list of prosocial behaviors
which was used to measure the progress of all pu-
pils Different numbers of pupils from the schools
were then chosen to participate in smallgroup
conferences in which specific behaviors were



discussed and individual goals were set The main
conclusions were that (a) participating pupils im
proved significantly on those self directed prow
car' behaviors discussed in conferences. (h) this
improvement was maintained when assessed six
to eleven weeks after conferences ended, and (c)
although the pupils chosen for conferences
manifested significantly fewer prosocial behaviors
before the conferences than those students not
int'uded. they manifested as many at the end of
the conference period It is assumed that schools
would not normal!) end a conference period until
their goals were met the design of the field test,
howescr, included a period without conferences
to evaluate the long term effects of the
procedure The overall conclusion derived from
the field test is that the motivationalunstructional
procedure is a viable means to increase the an
cidence of pupils' self.directed prosoctal
behavior (Author)
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Parent ftehrsiur Antecedents. ognitise Correlates
and Multidimensionality of I ncus of Control in
losing Children.

Pub Date Aug 7
Nott. - I2p , I onger sermon of .1 paper nicsentcd

at the Annual ( 011cent:qui of the American
Ps% chological A anon (XI st.
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I DRS Price %11.-50 65 Hr.53.29
DescriptorsIlehasior Patton.. Intellcclual

Deselopment. I twos of (ontrol. Mothers.
Parent Mid Rclatamiship. Parent Prlueation,

Prcschool ('hilitten. Sell Concept
A discussion ()I parent hehasaor ante( edents

s ogmtas e curl elate. , and the inultidimensionalit)
of locus of control in )hung children incli0les re-
volts 01 seseral dillerent expeuments Results in.

(heated that development of internal control ex
peetancics is correlated with cognitiveuntellectual
development klaternal behaviors were studied
through a structured obsers anon technique I he
maternal behavaor sariahle most consistent's re
Lied to the internal.external control (IF
was -quality of the total relationship- I here is
fair') ,onelusise esidence for the efficacy ()I
manipulating IF in earl) childhood through
poen( education and coosidtahon programs
(Sf3T)
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Approval Motive and SelfEstimates Of Academ-
ic Performance Petzel, Thomas P. Journal of
Consulting and Clinical Pvehology, v39 n2,
pp199-201. Oct 72

Aradenue Peiformance, Testing, Mobso-
bon. Performanxe Factors, "Self Evaluation.
College Students

The results indicate that high-approval-motivated
Ss were significantly more accurate in their
expectancy ratings than low-approval-motivated
Ss. and were significantly lower in their numert
cal estimates than lowapproval-motivated Ss
(Author)

EJ 066 041 090 CG 504 969
Client Motivation and Rehabilitation Counseling
Outcome t-lomone. Paul R . Rehabilinow» Coun-
seling Bulletin. v16 n!, pp11-20. Sep 72

Motivation. Rehabtlitatton Counseling. Re-
hahilttation Programs. Behavior Patterns. Inds-
victual Characteristics

This study investigated the relationship between
client motivation tit lack of motivation for
rehabilitation servums and rehabilitation %moose!
mg outiamic LAtog the 1.21SC00SUIC system of
the Minnesota DivIsion of Vosational Rehabilita-
non. the results were that motivated clients were
more frequently -dosed employed- than unmoti
voted clients (Author)

EJ 066 056 090 VT 504 192
Counseling Techniques For Handling Powerful
Others MacDonald. A P.. Jr . And Others.
Journal of Rehabilitation. v38 n6. pp23-25. Nov-
Dec 72

Success Factors. Behavioral Counseling, "Re-
habilitation. Motivation Techniques.lndtviclu
al Power. Goal Orientation. Behavior Develop-
ment. Behavior Change. Behavior Theories.
Techntques

The perception of self-determination (internal
control orientation) as a counse:thg texhnique for
client motnation in rehabilitation programs (AG)

EJ 066 418 180 SE 506 682
A Report on the Youth Conservation Corps...Mo-
tivating Teenagers Dickerson. A I aVerne. Va.
run- s26 n2 pp t.5 Sum 72

-1q. i . i. L s,. Mot o,..
iv- 1 s t Pte.,.
Conference Reports. Relesance (Education)

EJ 067 344 40 (0 505 068
Participation. Influence, and Satisfaction in
Group Decisien Making Wood. Michael T
Journal of Vocational &haunt. v2 n4. pp389
399. Oct 72

Group Dynamics. Decision Making. Partici-
potion. Motivatum. "Training Laboratories,
Attitudes. Role Theory

It was concluded that participation may be
associated with favorable role attitudes through
different motive-attainment mechanisms in the

group decision-making process (Author)
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Personal and RoleRelated Factors in the

Journal Articles

Development of Organitationul ( mmitmenttittbiniak, 1 J.IVOI c (1 A101f 0, losoh A ,
-tdiorrosuJoie 5, II in t Quarter /s. s 17 ii4.
'571. Dee 72

kole )henry. M Otis t ion Job Sa t ',fax him,
%aorl. Attitudes, 'Organizational Climate,
S. Lases oeational Adjustment, %or) 1.nsiron-
mem Stanstisal Analysis. Teachers

An empinsal study of 318 elementary and
secondary school teachers and 395 registered
nurses examines the relationship between person-
al and rolerelated (Wars and commitment to the
employing organization Results of multivariate
tests indicated that levels of tension and number
of years experience arc the most important
vartahles explaining commitment and also that, to
a lesser degree. dissatisfaction and sex are
related (Author.IDN)

EJ 069 343 080 RC 501 141
Building Student Involvement Through Nonver-
bal Communication French. Russell L., Tenneasce
Education, v2 n2. pp5.9. Sum 72

Cues. "Motivation. "Nonverbal Comtnunica-
tion, "Student Participation. Environmental
Influencs. 'leacher Behavior

The nonverbal elements of communication, as
they pertain to education. act as cuts to students
(NO)

EJ 069 920 260 CS 705 152
John Updike's "A&P-: The Establishment andan Emcrsonian Cashier Porter. M Gilbert.
huglAh Journal. v61 14 pp1155CH, Nos 72Lrban 'literature. rietion..Iluman

Dignity. Soelal %aloes. (divan Culture. 1 than
Ensironment. Moral CritieiS111, Secondary I dipanon

EJ 070 228 310 CG 505 251
The Role of Rewards and Reinforcements in
Early Education Programs: II: Fostering Intrin-
sic Motivation to Learn Brophy. Jere E Journal
of School Psychology. :10 n3. pp243-251. Sep 72

Reinforcement. 'Rewards, Early Childhood
Education, Motivation. Learning Theories.
Tcachcr Education. Teachers. Preschool Pro-
grams. Preschool Children. Teacher Behavior

Teacher Training should prepare teachers to
&soots ,1101.% il 'earn 'oldren

wilt. .roo, 4 is -.Is t encr pies .r cgent
behaviors belICAUd necessary Inc fostering Intim-
sic motivation to learn arc provided. along with
suggestions (or training teachers to use them in
the classroom (Author)

EJ 070 451 450 AA 514 4 Li
Motisation and Morality V. ikon. John. Jourrat/

Hord/ i du( 2 rat. pp25.9. Oct 72
Hellasioral Seienee keseareh. Ikhasior Theo.
nes SlotIsA1100 Moral Deselopment. Cognt
tis Processes liehaelor Patterns. (lora1
Education!

research in the held of moral behasior is
saiated by the pi. ,tlutee among researchers of a
beh,,,toonsti, eoneeption of motivation a inch
ignore, the importanee of reasons in guiding
hehasior it is argued that this neglect is
dangerous anti that researehrs must take more
.O.LOO. of them is :belt work is to Kiel: real
:elevance for noial education (Editor)

BEE COPY AVAILABLE 2

EJ 070 432 4S11 AA 514 414
Motivation and Morality: A Response to John
Wilson %Aright. Derek. Journal of Moral &Iwo-
non. s2 n I. pp31-4, Oet 72

'llehakmal Seience Research. Motivatunk
Research Otter.,1 Echastro Patterns. Cogn
tis Processes. Resea.ch (Moral
Idtteauoni

Thu response to AA 514 433 argues that the
antithesis between reason And cause is not as
sharp among cepetmental psychologists as Joh
Wilson supposes (Editor)

EJ 070 808 040 AA 514 879
Must They Compete? Must We Compare?
Watson, James, Teacher, v90 n6, pp65. Feb 73

Academic Achievement, Teacher Influence,
Student Evaluation, Achievement Need,
Student Motivation. Achievement Rating

Approaches to minimize the detrimental elements
of competition and comparison. (Author)

LI 070 915 070 CS 705 397
Need Affiliation and Achievement Declining Sex
Differences Lunneborg. Patricia W.; Rosenwood,
Linda M.. Psychological Reports, v31 n3, pp795.
98, Dec 72

Psychological Studies. Sex Differences. Self
Concept, *Interpersonal Relationship,*Achieve-
ment Need, College Students, Females.
tvttes

LI 071 219 140 CG 505 363
Toward a Self-Renewing School ALschuler,
Alfred, Journal of Applied Behavioral Science. v8
n5, pp577-600, 72

Case Studies (Education), Educational Inno-
vation, Motivation Techniques, Educational
Programs, Psychoeducational Processes, Beha-
vioral Sciences, Change Agents

This case study describes the use of OD
strategies to introduce psychological curricula in
a community college. The author hypothesizes
that the success of the intervention was due to
the combination of three factors: favorable
historical antecedents, the nature of the interven-
tion, and continuous leadership by key administra-
tors before and after the intervention. (Author)

LT 071 336 140 SP 501 673
A Talk With William Glasser Glasser. William.
Learning, vl n2, pp28-29. Dec 72

Success Factors, Failure Factors, Motiva-
tion, Teacher Influence, Academic Achieve-
ment, Achievement Need

Reducing failure in the schools is the main task
investigated in this interview. (BB)

Li 072 324 510 AC 502 332
An Experiencebased Program on Motivation
Donovan. James L., Training and Development
Journal. v27 n2. pp44.6, Feb 73

Motivation, 'Training, 'Inductive Methods,
Partieipant Involvement, Programs

Participative training in a four-part mode,
(Editor)



EJ 072 514 040 UD 502 088
lotivating Adolescents' Achievements Alschiller,
Allred, Irons. R Bruce. I than Mutation, v7 n4.
pp323.40. Jan 73

Student Mousation. Academic Achievement,
Motisation rechniques. Classnsom Environ

ment, Edileational Improvement. Adolescents.
Student Seminars Program Descriptions

Resiews the rationale and research supporting
achievement incubation training, the most exten.
Ntscly studied prototype psychological education
.muisc (DM)

E.) 074 132 060 PS 502 533
Effects of Uncertainty Reduction. Material
Rewards, and Variety on Children's Choice
Behavior Feldstein, Jerome II . Journal of Ewen.
mental Child Psyshology, vI5 nl, pp125-36. Feb
73

Rewards. Stimulus fiches tor. Motivation.
Reinforcement. Grade 4, Task Periormanee,
Data Analysis. (Uncertainty Reduction)

Experiment was designed to isolate the incentive
properties of uncertainty reduction (information)
from those of material reward value and valet,: in
a binary. competitive reward situation (Author)

E J 078 858 040 AA 516 011
Motivating Urban Minority Group Youth Hood.
Elinibeth F . Education. v93 n4. pp362-6. Apr
May 73

Negro Students. Low Achiesers. Lrban
Louth, Mousation. Social Factors, School
Role

Paper discusses the etiology of low educational
achievement in black students and the inequali-
ties it the social system which render black
youth the sictims of unjust social policies
(Author)

ES 079 381 150 A( 502 531
Every Employee a Winner Isalke, Vincent W ,
naming Jitd Oielopment Journal, v27 116. pp16-
22. Sun 11

Motisation I echniques, Managemcnt Desel
°potent, Philosophy. Pereeption. Manage
meet Systems. Human Resources. Employee
Attitudes. Self Evaluation, Symbolism

Illustrates the Pcrceptise Management System.
which has hccn developed as a practical approach
to helping managers solve the many people
situations which confront them (Author)

EJ 081 488 270 CG 506 004
The Achievement Motivation Workshop MeMul
len. Ronald S. Personnel and Guidance Journal,
s51 n9. pp642.645. May 73

'Workshops, Student Participation. Motiva
Iron. Mouvation Techniques, Counseling
Programs. Student Needs

This article describes the nature of a psychology
cal education desire called an achievement
motivation workshop and how it works along
-vith implications for its use by counselors (JC)

EJ 081 532 270 SO 502 009
Praise and Group C ompetition as Motivating
Incentives for Children Senior Kathleen, Brophy.
Jere, /1.,601o.e.t, Itcp,Iti, st2 nl, posi.ois.
lone "

Motisation. 1 earning Motisation, Student
Motisation. Group Acusities. Peer Relation
ship Perfoiroance Academic Achiesenient

Competitioo 111.1 1101 he a desirable incentive in
slew of its possible iiegatise side darts Praise
appears simpler and equally eft-I:cane

EJ 081 702 110 505 907
'Ihe Reinforcement Hierarchy Ponies+ Smell
R Aishohig.i lc, the sawed., %1(l n2. pplatl
177. April 7 i

( School Piychologish. Re-
minis ement. I earning 1 heories. Motivation.
Rendoict

Reinforcement hierarchy implies movement alcmg
a LIIIItIllUU111 Irom Mr, to bottom. from primitise
levels of reinforcement to more sophisticated
lesets t Mess it is immediately ohsious that a
child cannot function without the use of lower
order leintorcers we should ipproach Juin as
though he lesporids to topmost reinforcers until
he demonstrates otherwise (Author)

EJ 082 209 AA 516 288
Differentiated Effects of Levels of Questioning
on Student Achievement Ryan, Frank L Journal
of Experimental Education, v41 n3. pp63-7. Spr
73

Questioning Techniques. Student Reaction.
Achievement. Multiple Choice Tests. Recall
(Psychological). Elementary School Students.
Tables (Data). Analysis Of Variance, Teacher
Guidance, Post Testing

The purpose of the present study was to ascertain
the difference, if any, in high level and low level
achievement among three groups of students.
(Author /R K)

EJ 082 245 AA 516 324
Assessment of Achievement Motives: Comments
and Suggestions Nygard, Roeld: Gjcsme.Torgrim, Scandinavian Journal of Educational
Research, v17 n2. pp39-46. 73

Educational Research, Academic Achieve-
mcnt, Achievement Need. Motivation.
'Measurement. Learning Characteristics, Aca-
demic Failure. Validity

In this article some problems, such as the tests
employed to assess motivation, are considered
together with suggestions for developing an
instrument more in accordance with the achieve-
ment motivation theory as represented by the
McaellandAtkinson tradition (Author/RR)

EJ 082 298 AA 516 412
SelfConcept As Cause Spears, William D.
Deese, Mary Ellen. E.:dotal:owl !henry v23 n2.
ppl 44-52. Spr 73

Self Concept. Predictive Measurement. *Eval.
uation Criteria. Mmiva, : Aristotelian Criti-
cism. Behavioral Scum :search. Data Analy
%is

The purpose of this paper is to provide a logical
analysis of the concept. Self Concept. and an
appropriate translation of the construct mu.
methodology (Author/RIC)

EJ 082 368 AA 516 487
More Ways to Motivate Islicncit. John. lostrik-
tor. v83 nl. pp11-90. Aug Sep 73

Motivation. Learnmg Alotisation. Motisa-
lion Techniques. Educational Interest. Positise
Reinforcement, 'seeds. Student Motivation.
Behavior

The extent to which motisational strategies work
with individual learners is closely related to the
extent that they satisfy ur reward fundamental
human drives toward .cchicvement. acceptance,
knowledge and actisity (Amino)

EJ 083 610 UD 502 527
Comment on "Toward an Understandinr, of
AchievementRelated Conflicts in Women" by
Matins S. Horner Robbins. Lillian. Robbins
Edwin, Journal of Social issues, v29 nl. pp133
137. W 71

Achicycinent Need. Psychological Studies,
Sex Differences, Occupational Aspiration,
Research Methodology. Academic Aehicce
nient, Occupational Choice. Academic AsPira-
lion, Females, Sex Discrimination

Presents new data suggesting the need rot more
broadly-conceived data bases before broad eonclu
sions about motivation can be made, and calling
for a reevaluation of the concept of success
(Author/1M)

t EA 504 065
4 vior Modification Program That

R Louis. Vincent. Jerry J.. Phi
Kappan. v55 nl. pp17.19, Sep 73

Behavior Change. Remedial Programs, Com-
pensatory Education Programs. 'Motivation,
Individualized Instruction. ( Texas. Juvenile
Achievement Center. JAC)

Describes a program at the Juvenile Achieve.nent
Center in Waco, Texas. that serves students
rejected in regular school programs because of
overt behavior problems, social maladjustment,
academic deficiencies, and poor selfconcepts
(Author /1F)

EJ 085 274 SO 502 139
Relationships between Causal Attributic and
Expectancy of Success McMahan, tar, D.,
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, v28
nl, pp108.114. Oct 73

Social Psychology, Achievement, 'Expecta-
tion, Behavior Patterns. Models, Success Fac-
tors. Failure Factors

A model of achievement behavior incorporates
the findings that attributions to ability and task
were associated with high expectancies following
success and low expectancies following failure,
and that attributions to effort and luck were
associated with low expectancies following sue
cess and high expectancies following failure.
(Author/KM)

EJ 085 297 SO 502 161
Class Perfoneusnce as a Function of Student
Achievement and Type of Learning Material
Cashel), Valjean M. Leieht, Kenneth L., Psycho-
logical Reports, v33 nl, pp157.158, Aug 73

Achievement. 'Concept Formation. Academ-
lc Performance, Instructional Materials. I.C1111
ing Processes. Psychological Studies

It was predicted that highscoring students would
be better able to answer correctly questions
directed at knowledge of principles and that this
superior knowledge would result in better per-
formance on questions on trivial materials as
well. (Author/KM)

&I 085 386 SP 502 140
The Junior College Self-Actualizing, Drive-
Reducing AllPurpose Motivational Fulfillment
Machine: Every Ego Has Its Price Monte,
Chnstopher F.: Lifneri. Frank R , Contemporary
Education, v45 n I. pp42.7, F 73

Junior Colleges, Student Motivation, Moti
yawn, Self Actualisation

Two current cognitive models of motivation
seemingly imply that contemporary Junior Col
lege attempts to include all students under the
umbrella of failure-free classroom learning may
radically distort the very motivation they seek to
enlist (Authors/JA)

EJ 086 345 Ilk 504 704
Incentives: Internal, External. Central liMnicr
mann, Robert R Halbert. Thomas, imputing
College and University reaching, v21 n3. pp2(1.
266, Sum 73

Higher Education. Effective Teaching.
Learning Motivation, Achtevement Need.
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Resultant 'Achievement AfotisationDoes It
Make a Difference in Academic Success! Raffini
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Nchres twilit Need. I)ropout Chars( tctistics,
"Academic Achiesement, longitudinal Studies,
College Students, Personality Studies, Ps).
hological Pact/n.4

he findings ut this studs tailed to support tht
hspothesis that need achiciemcnt has all aPPICI14
hie effect on continuation in college. even when
the obtecto.c piobability at success is controlled
( Author k AI)
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EJ 0119 797 IR 500 024
The Reinforcing Event (RE) Menu Addison.
Roger N , Himont. I loyd Impsoling Human
Perlwinam, s2 n1. pp145 ISO, F 73

Mandireint 'systems. Motivation Icchno
toes. I din animal I ec hnology. Motivation
Positot Kiloton einem. Ilducational Impiose
men*. I dui d11011d1 Innovation. [Contingency
Management 'sy stem. Reinforcing

A motivational system, the Contingency Manage.
mon System, uses contiactc iii which sonic
amount of delimit task behavior is demand/Al for
soinc niteival ut icinforcing event The Reinlorc
mg [tient Menu. a list of high probability
reinforcing hchaiiins, is used in the system as a
prompting deuce for the learner and as an aid
for the Administrator ut simplifying the prepaid.
tom of contingency contracts (Author)

EJ 089 7911 IR 500 025
The Regulation of Behaviors by the Behavior of
Others Senonclroth, Carl, Improving Human
Perfilrmance. 1,2 111. pp151-159. F 73

Positive Rend/gement, 'Moto/anon, lichay.ior Change. Reactive Behavior. Motivation
Techniques. Behavior Patterns, Behavioral Sci-
ences

Behavior is guided by its consequences. Paper
explores the events which occur when people
attempt to t.ontiol other people's behavior usingthus principle (Author)

EJ 090 548 AA 517 452
Effects of Individual Goal-Setting Conferences
on Achievement. Attitudes. and GoalSettinft
Behavior Gaa, John P Journal of Expcnmenral
Education, v42 nl. pp22-8. F 73

'Academic Achievement, 'Methodology. "Re.
search Design, 'Motivation. Educational Atti-
tudes. Tables (Data). Analysis Of Variance/
Ohjectsvcs

Study examined the effect of Individual goal.
setting conferences on academic achievement and
attitudes in an ongoing educational setting
(Author)

E.! 090 992 CG 506 775
Motivational Conflict and Vocational Develop-
ment Hindu). I:dssaid S , Koppliit. David A .
Joulnol of Coonscling Pychology, v20 n2, pp154-
161, Mar 73

Motivation, ( onflict Vocational 1)evelop.
men. Personality Development. Classtfica.
lion. College Students. Counseling, Identifica
von (Psychological). Occupational Chou.c,
Need.

A / lassilication of the sources of motivational
conflicts found in college students seeking
counseling for vocational problems was reported
and applied to 1(2 vocational counseling eases
the major clawfication categories emphasiic
personality desclopment and treat successive
choice points as transitional periods in a continu.
ons process (Author rI.A1
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;.E EFFECTS OF AN ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
PROGRAM ON THE SELF-CONCEPTS OF SELECTED
`INTII-MtADE STUDENTS REPRESENTING THREE
E :i HNIC C. >c'tUl'S

eta G ALLLN, Ed.D
Teas State Uno.orsity, 1972

Tee problem with which this investigation was concerned
A in t it of determining the effete that an achtevernent motiva-
tion program had on changing the self-concepts and academic
achievement among ninth-grade students in a t re-ethnically
mixed junior high school.

The subjects for this study e ere ninth-grade students from
a large souervestern city. The experimental program was con-
ducted in a junior high school composed of Anglo, Mexican-
American, and Negro students of approximately 30 per cent,
40 per cent, and 30 per cent ratios, respectively. The compari-
son school was an adjoining area with approximately the same
ethnic mixture.

In measuring change:, in self-concept, the Piers-Harris
Children's Self-Concept Scale was ueed. Teacher-assiened
grad-e-s:TOZierei4TiTiruniei-TZ:al equivalents were used in mea-
suring changes in academic achievement.

All hypotheses were tested at the .05 level of confidence by
using two by three analysis of covariance. All data were eu-
tered on computer cards, using computer services of North
Texas State University.

Chapter 1 contains the statement of the problem, purpose
of the ,turfy, hypotheses, deficution of terms, limitations, basic
assumptions, a description of the experimental program, a de-
scription of the teachers in the program, and a summary.

Chapter II contains a review of related literature regard-
ing self-concept and achievement.

Chapter III describes the subjects, the instrument used,
procedui es for collecting data, and procedures for treating
the data.

Chapter IV presents the hypotheses and the analysis of the
data collected.

Chapter V sites the summary, conclusions, and recommen-
dations

The adpeddix ;tees a ,,umniary of data used, including
ranges of scores and standard deviations.

Eieut hypotheees ivere tested. f he first 'Aided that there
could be nu significant difference beveen adjusted self-
com eat means when testing f+r the main effect of ethnic emu!)
membership. 1 his was upheld,

Oise pt .thesis stated that the n,erithrtta1 group would
achieve Lagmficantly higher self -rout opt means man the com-
pail-,en group. Iles ea, ra.t ..ubetantiatect at the 1,5 level. but
there ass a mien:leant difference at the ,10 level

Another hypothesie nutted that the inc reaeo tic self- concept
me.U1S mculd be ,treater at the ead of tee year', prnram than
at inid-tere Thte was re'je'cted. Only the Anglo students
::ho sect greater Lain.

One h. cuthesis stated that there would be ism dif-
fereuce lint Veen ad; fisted mean scores when testes, far the

dice t,, of the jar table e.. x. This te,eettiesis was sup-
ported.

Another 1,,,puthesi, .tared that tae re would be no eignificaat
differeei e between acte.teted eelf.concert ,cores e hen ( Jinpar

knlo 10.1(her :,tuderl,s s.i :he proeram anotac,r teach-
er's ,t,eteets ut t: e peraal i hi, of was supported.

The tami le.pethesi, stated that the (meriti:wel :coup
.ho v -.14-torte:nit techer-asseseed grades

ellen t iendareci t t the coidire,ea soi.e. 'this ie.pothesie
Stipp( :!0(t,

Conclusions were that there are no great differences among
reported self-concept of Anglo, Mexican- American, and Negro
students. The Anglo s'edents only benefit from a year's pro-
eram rather than one eeineeter. While grades dropped for the

,pnl;Istiar to le.th sahvots, the praerain ta, elfective is
s'icexin t a .,:eatter cie-m ia 'he e..-periap,atal eele,oi than in the
comparison soaool.

It as recommendoct that a program for decd,,)pnv.4 self-
concept be etarted earl; in a ehill's academic proitram ar.d
that a great deal of esearr.h tie done in deterauning how such
a program an to' better iltd...ed with children of minority
groups had in devele,:a t. instruments for measurtg self-
t:oneept of cluhlren. Order No. 73-12.906. 97 pages

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELF-CONCEPT AND
SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT 1N LOW-ACHIEVING, JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL CHILDREN AND THE EFFECT OF COUN-
SELING INTERVENTION ON SELF-CONCEPT

A. ARULSIGAMONI, Ed.D.
The American University, 1972

The problems of the study were two-fold. First, the study
attempted to describe and interpret the relationships between
the self-concept and school achievement in reading and mathe-
matics in low-achieving, junior high school children of grades
seven and nine in a selected District of Columbia public school.
Second, the study attempted to determine whether or not the
self-concept of these children can be improved through coun-
seling intervention.

The subjects of the study were taken from grades seven and
nine of a school located in a low socio-economic community.
Four home-room sections, two from each grade, with a total
of 103 subjects, were used in the study.

The sell-concept of the subjects was measured by Lewis
Lipsitt's Self-concept Scale and Ideal-self Scale. School
acnievement in reading and mathematics was measured by the
Sequemial Test of Educational Progress, a standardized group
test.

The study has two parts, one is descriptive and the other
is experimental. The descriptive part of the study is concerned
wilts the relationships between the self-concept and school
achievement in reading and mathematics. The experimental
part of the studs is concernea with the effects of counseling
intervention on the self-concept and school achievement On
reading and mathematics) of the subjects.

DID ine, the experimental period of three months, te:e cx-
renental subjects Ione of the two liome-rots,) Lecticecs

grade,: .even and nine) were given counseling, individually and
in small groups, either before or after school hours. They at-
tended :Moat eight half-hour sessions, in' which the comi-
c, wr re encouraged to discuss their problems as well as

c.r strengths and weaknesses. The investigator acted as a
non-directive counselor during the discussions. Every at-
tempt was made, through counseling intervention, to help the
courselees to have a ntore realistic perception of themselves
and deeelop a more positive self-image.

Twelve hypotheses were advanced, of which the first ten 'e-
lated to the descriptive part, and the last two related to the ex-
pel unental part of the study. After testing the hypotheses. the
ihitividual test scores in the three areas in the experiment were
acialyiied, and the relationship between the vat Lades was
ciderineeed.



Thi major findings of the study are stated below:
1 There was no significant difference (at Ow .05 level)
si 11-i oncept. reading, or mathematics between the loa-

m hievinb. boys' and girls' groups of grades seven and nine or
between the two ex ades.

2 There wati no significant Mtlere me (at the .05 level) in
the im,eb, tt pet t ti manee between sell-elineept and readmi
and between self I Iii t and mathematics in the subjects in
eat It of grades seven and nine.

3 The counseling intervention technique used in the expeii-
mete was found ett retive. as it indicated a trend of gains in

-concept as well as in school achievementin the lattei .

die gams were :Huth higher in leading than in mathematics- -
in the e\peiimental subjects (but not signifh.ant at the .05 level)

comparison with the control subjects.
This study, while stesstag the need for developing a inure

visit Rife self-c,an Pot in the low -at Moving, junior high school
children, utklk ated a clu,e ielalwnslup between the self -
concept and the Si hool achievement of these children. The
study further showed that counseling oder% ention unproved
both the self-eomept and the school achievement of the sub-
wets. Howe% el.. the investigator recommends mere studies be
made which lotus on the child's sell-concept and its impact on
the child's school performance.

Order No. 73-19,900. 155 pa:.,es.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOME VALUE CLARIFICA-
TION PROGRAMS AND PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT

Paul Marion BERRY, JR., Ph.D.
United States International University, 1979

Chairman: W. Hay Rucker

THE PROBLEM: The problem of the study is whether there
are identifiable and measurable effects of various specified
factors or combinations of factors (value clarification, educa-
tion in decision making and education about drug abuse) upon
the academic achievement of all sixth grade classes of the
Coronado Unified School District.

Three main objectives of the study were: 1. To determine
whether there is a significant difference in academic achieve-
ment between pupils ttilD have programs of study characterized
respectively by miferent specialized means of influencing per-
formance and pupils not involved in these programs. 2. To de-
termine whether there are significant differences in risk-taking
attitudes be weer pupils in the programs and pupils not in me
vrarains. 3. To determine the relative and combined influ-
e, ; drug abuse programs on knowledge
;thout drugs and drug abuse.

METHODOLOGY: All data were secured from pre and post
administrations of three tests to two hundred forty-nine sixth
graders. 1. The Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, 2. The
'tisk Taking AtLeide - Values Inventory, and 3. The Drug De-
cis;on Course Servey, As various factors were tested, dif-
ferent ones of the four groups could be regarded as experi-
mental or cortrol as the programs were systematically applted.

Hypotheses wore as follows: 1. There will be no differences
between the pre and post test reading, arithmetic and lam cage
scores respectively for each of the four groups. 2. There tett'
be no significant difference as measured by the six clusters of
factors of The His% Taking Attitude - Values Inventory. 3. The
comparison between the pre and post test scores on the Drug
Deoisuin Course Survey will not show a significant difference.
I. There will be iv. significant differences in correlations be-
tween gains in pre and post administrations of the Drug Deci-
sion Course Survey 'and the gains on pre and post administra-
tion;o1 theCon,probensive Tests of Basic Skills three batteries.
5 Significant correlations will not be obtained between the gains
in the scores of pre and post administrations of the Compre-
hensive Tests of Basic Skills three batteries and the gains
sbon by pre and post administrations of The Risk Taking Atti-

tude - Values Inventory for each group involved.
Subject gro tps were formed on the basis of an experimental

dralgn which inzorporated specified factors or combinations of
factors in each of four elementary schools. These groups were
maintained during the twelve months of the experimental period,

RESULTS: Analysis of the data resulted in the compilation
of 53 statistical tables and an appendix of means from which
reliable determinations were made. All five null hypotheses
were rejected.

From the results five main conclusions were drawn. I. The
total experimental group achieved more than twice the aca-
demic progress of the control group, 2, The preponderance of
weight from the attitude-values instruments reliably favored
tha control group. 3. The experiniental groups greatly ex-
ceeded the control group in the Drug Decision Course Survey
fin dings. 4. When gains w_re correlated between academic
achievement and the Drug Decision Course, the progress of
the experimental group was superior. 5. The correlations or
gains between the groups on academic achievement and risk-
taking as modified by specified value education programs
showed no advantage to either group. A strong and positive
relationship may be inferred between effects of innovative
teaching strategies chosen for value clarification programs
and academic achievement. Beyond this, the evidence indi-
cates that the transfer of training or measurable effects occur
only insofar as the elements are identical.

Order No. 74-8918, 219 pages

THE EFFECT OF ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION SIMULA-
TION 13g CAREER DEVELOPMENT. [Pages 112 and 123-125,
previously copyrighted material not microfilmed at request
of author. Available for consultation at Rutgers University
Library)

Richard E. CARLSON, Ed.D.
Rutgers University The State University of New Jersey, 1973

Overview: The purpose of this study was to determine the
effect of using achievement motivation simulations in the voca-
tional development of inner-city high school students. The ex-
perimental treatment was a process whereby the learning
strategies and career concepts were taught through the use of
e\ertises and Tanies. The intent of the training was to have
the participants experience these concepts and expand their
understanding o' them through group activities.

Design: One hundred tenth-grade students from two schools
in Washington. D.C., were randomly divided into a control and
experimental sample. The control population remained in the
regular curriculum while the experimental population received
training from 9:00 to 5:00 for one week in achievement motiva-
tion t-imulaticess. The total sample was pretested one month
prior to the treatment and post-tested approximately one month
after the treatment. The instruments used in this study were:
Vocational Development Inventory (Crites, 1966); Classroom
Climate Scale (Litwin, 1969); and Semantic Differential (Osgood,Sad, & lannenhaum, 1957).

Findings: The major hypothesis that treatment would posi-
tively affect vocational decision attitudes was supported. Treat-
ment did not affect attitudes toward vocational and educational
concepts, nor did it affect a student's perception of his school
according to the instruments.

Conclusions and Recommendations: The study indicates
that an intervention process using achievement motivation sim-
ulations can affect vocational decision making within the stu-
dent. In the recommendations it was suggested that similar
intervention might be useful in assisting schools which are
trying to develop a delivery system for their career education
programs. It was also suggested that follow-up studies of tl :e
sample group are paramount in helping to determine residual
effect of the treatment. Replizntion was also suggested as a
moans of determining the same results. Finally. caution was
urged until more verification could be made of this psycho-
logicil nidol. Order No. 73-32,249, 131 pages.



sessions hate upon improvement in grade point ay-
e rage'

4. I a low self-concept .1 general characteristic of ab-
eoare,...proee students and if 50, Why"

Order No. 74-3140, 143 pages.

-ai HEL ATIO's SPII, 01 PLI(SONNEI, SEP VICI-7.S To
AMIE, VENT.N1 OF I.:..171%1E: 1APY P1'PILS IN EIGFT
scLEcTED cobi, C0i7:TY SCHOOL:.

F ranklin Hoosee e it CHOKER, Ed.!).
Auburn, l'n:versIte 1973

Chairman: T. E. Mei elan

This study was des:gned to mvestwate the relattorsit:p ot
;:opal pe rsonnl ' re nt of eltill(111.11y pumis.
lhe 4 to .r.suer the ;Alms Inv question' Is there

sx.nlicant ot tvel n the achic%cment of pains til
elc tial.tal:. wh.ch pro% ide pup:1 personnel se vice s .,141
ut puny :: u, comparable elementary schools which do not pro -
tide such services')

Set en experimental hypotheses were tested assunorn: that
papas in the experimental group would score signoicantly (.05
lot I) ineher than pupils in the control group on: (1) word knowl-
edge. (2) %%0,1 discrunima wit, (3) reading, (4) spelling. (5) lan-
gua_e. (6) .thniet:c computation, and (7) arithmetic problem
se, e A. and cool opt S.

1 Le rite lion c of achievement v...s data collet ted
em tilt ;'In trap( lit 10 A chu %cm( Ill Tests. Data were analyzed

..fr .i 1%,). atY of t a! lance.
l': ;pit iv the :front) scored significantly higher

it, it, in t II( (PUI) on word knowledge, word Ms-
, mr.irato-!1 i .ehee,..11 spelling. Thei e we re no significant
ditie tem s .n language. arithmetie computation m arithmetic
protein solvine and concepts.

in, milow on, onclusions wet e reached. (1) there was a
pos,tie, sieniticant t elationsh!p between pupil pm sornel ser-
%ice< .nd achie eemont in reading and reading-related

e relationship between pupil personnel services and
ac is ement an lammate and arithmetic was not significant;
and (3) there was a positive significant relationship between
pupil personnel services and achievement by males.

Order No. '73-16,259, 90 pages.

ErFEcors OF PUPIL-TUTORING ON SELF- PERCEPTION
AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OF PRIMARY GRADE
TUTORS AND TUTEES

Ruth Eleanor DUFF, Ph.D.
Southern Illinois thmersity, 1973

Major Professor: Dr. Kevin J. Swick

This ineestigation was conducted during a six-week sum-
mer school program to examine the impact of pupil-tutoring
on the reading achievement and self-perception scores cf
underachieving first and secon.' ; -ado Tutees and their third
and fourth grade underachieving Tutors.

The following questions formed the basis upon which the
hypotheses tested in this study were developed:

1. Would receiving academic assistance from a pupil-
tutor result in improved reading achievement and positive
self -perception change in the Tutees?

2, Would assuming an instructional leadership role in
assisting younger children in areas o' academic deficiency
result in positive change values In reading achievement and
self-perception of the Thlors?

3. Is the achievement level of the Tutor directly related

to the magnitude of achievement change he is able to affect
with the Tutee?

4. Would positive change in the area of reading
achievement result in a concomitant effect on the sub-
jects' self-perception or the reverse effect?
Subjects

The sixty subjects for this investigation were randomly
selected from first, second, third, and fourth grade children
participating in a summer school program conducted by the
Cape Girardeau Public Schools, Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
The subjects consisted of fifteen first and second graders
(Tutees) and fifteen third and fourth graders (Tutors). Each
Tutee was randomly assigned to a Tutor for regularly sched-
uled academic tutoring. A control group of fifteen subjects
was randomly selected for each of the two experimental groups.

Evaluation Instruments

The following instruments were employed to assess status
and change in the variables under investigation: Metropolitan
Achievement 'rests, Primary Level, Forms F and H, Metro-
politan Achievement Tests, Elementary Level, Forms F and H,
More Like Me Scale for Young Children, Children's Self-
Descriptive Scale, and Behavior Rating Form.

Statistical Procedures

The Students t-test for independent means was used to de-
termine the significance of the mean reading achievement
change and sell-perception change values arising between the
experimental groups and their respective control groups.

The t-test for related measures was used to determine sig-
nificance of reading achievement and self-perception changes
within each of the four groups (Tutees, their controls; Tutors,
and their controls).

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was
ased to measure the relationship between the initial reading
achievement scores of the Tutors and the reading achievement
:hange values of the Tutees.

The Spearman's Rank-Correlation Coefficient was used to
determine the significance of the relationship between the read-
ing achievement change scores and self-perception scores of
the Tutors.

Results of Study

The results of this investigation are summarized as fol-
lows:

1. The difference between the reading achievement change
scores of the Tutees and their controls was found to be sta-
tistically significant thus indicating the pupil-tutoring arrange-
ment to he an effective organizational/instructional strategy
for the improvement of reading performance of primary level
subjects.

2. A positive correlation was found to exist between the
reading achievement level of the Tutors and the impact of their
instructional assistance upon the Tutees' reading achievement
change. Implications were drawn for matching Tutees anti
Tutors in attempting to bring about maximum achievement
change.

3. Though not statistically significant, data trends tended
to reflect evidence of positive change in reading, performance
of the Thtors and positive change in the self -perception of both
Tutors and Tuley., thus demonstrating that the personalized-
instructional relationship between the TiMn. and Tutee con-
tribute not only to the academic achievement but to positive
chamte in self -perception of both.

. There appeared to be no evulpnee ot a concomitant re
lationship between ianee in reading acilievement and self -
perception change or the reverse effect. In light of evidence
from other rsearch finchn.;s postulating such a relationship,



AN INVI,Sl'IGA`110: INTO 1.1 1-1-CTS STuDr.N.I.
.1.1yrolt1% iris SI Ly-coNct PT AND ARITIINIE'l IC
comPutATIoN ACHIEVEMEN*1 ()I TUTORS AND TUTEE".

it :chard Tepper CAR LSON, Ed.D.
!Northern Illinois Umiei sitv, 1973

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects stu-
(tem tutonng had on the self-concept and arithmetic computa-
tion :Woe% einert rf sixth grade nt tutors and their fourth
snide t Aces. An additional purpos.. was to see if trairung stu-
dent tutors affected their a mimic- tic computation achievement
and self-concept or that of their tutees.

Stodent subp cts came from three elementary schools in
three d.fferent areas of School District U-46. Elgin, Illinois.
One si\th grade class and one fourth grade class were used
from each participating school. SINAI: graders were divided
into a trained nitro group, who part.mpated in a short training
session before tutoring and Who followed structured plans while
tetorine, a free later group, who were not trained but were
given the treedom to tutor as they saw fit; and a non-tutor
group, who worked on individualized worksheets on their own
during the experiment. Fourth graders were divided into a
group of students tutored one-to-one by trained tutors, a group
tutored one-to-one by free tutors, and a non-tutee group, who
worked on individualized worksheets. In all, there were one
hundred seventeen subjects; twenty-one trained tutors, twenty-
one free tutors, eighteen non-tutors, twenty-one tutees of
trained tutors, tweets -one tutees of free tutors, and fifteen
non-tutees.

Each student lati given a pre-test and a post-test of the
Comiersnoth Self Usteem Inventory and the Stanford Achieve-
meet Test, Arithmetic Computation Section. The differences
between pre-test and post-test scores for each group were ana-
Iwo' to see if change w.:; significant. Also, the changes in
certain groups were compared to changes in other groups.

The experiment lasted for six weeks, taking place in a daily
math study period which lasted one-half hour per day. During
this time, the tutors taught arithmetic computation to their
tutees and the control groups, the ron-tutors and non-tutees,
worked independently on practice worksheets. After the ex-
periment ended and the post-tests were administered, the data
was analyzed. A total of thirty-two null hypotheses were tested
using the t-test of means.

On the basis of the thirty-two t-test comparisons, only once
was the null hypothesis rejected. The combined group of all
tutees showed significant growth in arithmetic computation
achievement during the course of the study. Although this
growth was statistically significant when treated singly, it was
not significant when compared to the growth of other groups.

In all of the other cases, there were no significant differ-
ences, either when comparing a group's pre-test mean to its
post-test mean, or when companrg a group's change in self-
concept or arithmetic computaLon achievement to another
group's change in sell-concept or arithmetic computation
achievement.

It was concluded from the results of the experiment that
tutoring or being tutored in fourth grade arithmetic did not
help self-concept any more than did working on individualized
worksheets; that being tutored by a sixth grader helped fourth
grade tutees achieve significant growth in arithmetic computa-
tion achievernert, but did not help the tutees themselves in
arithmetic computation; and that training tutors or leaving
them free and unstructured did not affect self-concept or arith-
metic computation achievement of either tutors or tutees.

Order No. 73-27,585, 117 pages,

EFT OF J11(l CTLIIi1A) GROUP COUNSELING ON
rim si:L.$- -CONCEPT. ATTENDANCE, AND AC IIIEVEMENT
OF .AUSENTEE-PRONE MG!' -SCHOOL STUDENTS

Lonnie Gene CORDELL. Ph.D.
The Ohio Lfate University, 1973

Adviser. Professor Joseph .1. Qua ranta

'Hale ha'- been increasing interest on the part of coon-
elors and counselor educators in tin effectiveness of group

-r,un. ChM'. The el Idenee accumulated thus far has indicated
hat greet, t Pseillle ( an be effective when working toward

-pecan' goals. The pi eselit need, however. is to evaluate the
eifectiiene,,s of group counseling with a specific population and
with narrowly defined goals.

One prok m confronting counselors and school administra-
tion is the mowing magnitude in today's sclools in the increas-
ing numbi of youth who tend to be ale:entee-prone. The pur-
pose of this inveshation was to evaluate the effectiveness of
group counseling . whose strong elements were counselor
structuring and counselor verbal reinforcement, in reducing
absenteeism anion!. students. The study was also designed to
untestigate the effectiveness of group counseling in improving
sclf-concept and academic achievement.

The sample of absentee-prone students in this investiga-
tion was taken from a general population of eleventh grade
students in a high school located within a community of 12,000
total population. The community in turn was located within the
boundaries of the county containing the largest city in the state
of Ohio. The final 28 experimental subjects were randomly
chosen from 513 students who had missed 15 or more days of
school per ear and who had agreed to participate in the study.
These absentee- prone students were randomly assigned to
one of two treatment groups: counselor structured, verbally
reinforced experimental or control counseling. Experimental
and control groups Were then randomi assigned to one of two
high school counselors so that each counselor had one seven
member control group and one seven member experimental
group.

One male and one female counselor conducted all the group
sessions. Training sessions for the counselors were con-
ductd prior to and daring the investigation. Emphasis during
the training sessions was on counselor structured group ex-
ercises and strong counselor verbal response dimensions.

The students the experimental groups met with the coun-selors for ten, fifty-five minute sessions with the sessions
spread over a ten week period. Students in the control groups
did not meet with the counselor for the treatment group coun-
seling. They otherwise met the same schedule as did the ex-
perimental groups.

Prior to and at the conclusion of the counseling, all students
rt ceiit d the Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TICS) to deter-
mine gam score s in self concept. Students dayv absent and
erades were also e011111ta(Al to aim nnhe gain scores in at-
temone and prade point average. The data from the students'
vain "on tk( a alt zed thrr ugh the use of two-way anal-
-. is of inance with ttic accepted level of significance being .05The fleets, of counrclor structui c d tenuity reinforced

..eni !atilt-it to all taniaWtx in the stzation ex-cept :redc ti,! at r :;:e. 11( V. C 1..elf-conerpt
ad attendance at 01 .01 let el of sit:min:a:11,e while improve-
ment in gain grad, point a. c ragc was riot e.augli to be signift-
cal,t.

The croup (,en,,ilir; sculled equally effective across theSe \ of the student, f ur thee results Intheated that the maleand female counselor were ecnially effective in verbal responsehmensions.
Rcommrndations suggest replication of the stedy to in-

vestig.dc the In;! qt.estions
1. What is the relationship between planned counselor

,,tructuriag and the pi oess outcome?
2. What is the relationship between :A song counselor ver-

bal response dimensions and process outcome?
3. What effect does an extended number of group coup-

1 8



suggestions are made for further studies to be conducted
on this question. Order No. 74-6262, 187 pages.

ENVIStOsvli N SAt I NFLU NCE ON 1111, TT AND
ACHI1XLMI.s, 01 iTaa-.w.n SiN SiLiii :TS HAVING LOW
PRLD1CTLD (OLL1:6 ACH1FVI %:ENT

Ito:felt ALIN. Phi),
In:versa% of Nth.: sta:.. 1972

Adele( is Di . "%t t111,1tu 11, Ech-oct
11: :uas W. laten.., en

fit' Peet el this !eta:, a,.s to de :ermine whther
el of t a . c 1.01:p-or:cm ti wt si 'ten: to- predicted
lo -achn t c,ui.f result in In nil ineement and more
pusmit fur its pal t.t .p.wts than the "regular"
5% ( got:II/Arabi(' , :admit..

Gordon Allpe rt Lad suLa,ested that a sstematic eclectic ap-
proach t an he aerial to the social scientist who wishes to work
toward ce: tan; xuas Kr individuals. The investigator, uti-
i.zing In/Weril:1 en% ironmen: con( 13emannu Bloom,
the power ot the peer group as espoused by Theodore :4ewcomb,
and the developmental orientation of such individuals as
Neitt Sanford ano Donald Blachcr, established a subsystem
oriented aroutel the needs ot predicted low-achievers in an
"open-admissions" state ur.,versity. A number of general prin-
ciples were drawn together to establish a system calculated
to generate academic success.

Forty -seven matched pairs of predicted low-achievers were
Involved in the- study. Hie pairs were matched on the basis of
sex, socio-et onoinic status, and high-school rank. One r.,,an-
ber of each pan uas assigned to the Student Tutorial Projee.!,
die other to the regular propane

sT p the esperimentl program, was based on the premise
that colleges (a., and do have an influence on students and that

errs cae he espf c tally influentr.l. Ihc program was oriented
aroand of vii, pment of academic skills. enhanced self -
esteem, 1.1 communications expel iences within a deyelcp-
mental grtaip framework. 'Tice program was perrasne, con-
sistent anti (ooctant, with the subjects becoming involved in
the program at the time el their first entry into the institution.

Durmg h,s hest quarter each freshman -.as a member of
four groups, a writing tutorial. a th...aan development and ad-
justment class using tutors in small groups, a geography class
with tutors, and a developmental group involving a faculty
member. siN freshmen and their tutors. Groups employed such
principles as mutualiia of purpose, active learning, and posi-
tive reinforcement of goal-directed behavior.

Each student took a 'How to Stucl" class. The geography
tutors, working with the study skills instructor, helped fresh-
men in groups to apply study skills in the area of geography
and led them in group study.

Near the conclusion of the second quarter academic and at-
titudinal outcomes were examined with the t-test being used to
determine if differences between the eepenmental and control
groups were significant. The self-esteem type measures were
each correlated with the academic outcome! measures. The
.05 level of confidence was used to check all tests of signifi-
cance.

Based en analysis of the data. the following conclusions
were reached:

1. Students in the program achieved significantly better
than students in the regular system on the criteria of grade
point avrai.e, credits completed in two quarters, and quarters
completed over a two-year pet sod.

2. Of four self-esteem measures cNammed, the only sig-
nificant MI:trent t found between the groups was on an adapted
Brookover Self-( emelt: or Academic Ability Scale. The ex-
perimental group scored significantly higher than the control
group. Other measures used were the Berger Self-Acceptance
Scale, the James I. E. Scale (an internal-external control mea-

I

sure), and a semantic differential examining congruency be-
tween the scales' Myself as a Student and The Successful Col-
lege Student,

3. Theie was no difference between the groups on the
basis of measuienent of attitude toward the University of Min-
nesota, Duluth, and toward College Teachers based on the se-
mantic dtifercntial.

4. Correlation coefficients were computed for each of the
self-esteem type measures with the academic Out( onn- mea -
sum es. Of the twelve correlations calculated thrf.e were sig-
nificant: the Berner Felf-Acceptance Scale witli number of
quarters completed; the adapted Broukover Scale with number
at quartei s completed; and the Brookover score with two-
quarter grade point average.

Order No. 73-10,550. 191 pages.

A COMPARISON OF TERMINAL GOAL ATTALNMENT OF
HIGH ABILITY, LOW ACHIEVING ADOLESCENT MALES
UTILIZLNG TWO METHODS OF COUNSELING

James Donald FENN. Ed.D.
University of Massachusetts, 1973

METHOD AND OEJECTIVES

This ten-week program for underachievers is one of the first
attempts to utilize a written contract in a high school guidance
program.

The study was designed to improve the total functioning level
of randomly selected tenth and eleventh grade male under-
achievers from two urban comprehensive high schools. The
population constst,:d of twenty experimental subjects and twenty
controls. The controls were counseled in the normal manner
except thet they were seen on a weekly basis so that the time
factor for both groups would be constant.

There were fry criteria ineaS1.11 vs considered in .1 post-test
only statistical design (analysts of variance). These were:
(a) report card grades in the tour subject areas of English,
Mathematics, Social leudies. and Science: (h1 attendance:
(c) personality ratings as judged by the teachers of the lour
subject areas. and (d) attitudes toward the learning atmosphere
as determined by the students. Personality .-atings were mea-
sured by the Perseaaiity Record, while learnin,; atmosphere
attitudes were gathered eta the Learning Atmosphere Attitude
Scale.

The project consisted at ten weekly counseling sessions
which weie &seemed to help students improve in their goal
selected area temsen ironi a iiet of ten poesibee alternatives.
This -goal-selection-list" was derived trom a pre-stuGy survey
of 133 non-population high school atudents enrolled in summer
school.

Once the student signed his contract, he was obligated to
meet with his counselor for .me' academic period per week over
ate ten-week marking period. For the expert:tie:eat population.
the sessions were devoted to the completion of ten mini- assign-
irerts that were directed to.%ard improvernent in their selected
area of weaNness. These 'min-programs also meat:del progress
charts whicn . ;ate the students teettbacic. as :o the level ot goal
achzereir.ent over the ton-'41.ei period. Th areas ranged
Irrint reattn,t. :1,.: Aa:.s 'tine, along bettei
with teacher and ti .: .o. lents.

FINDI(-.3

.1nal:, le, ol to-r opo,d to :414-
11,:seautce, 30 that ii:t uil laypt,tnebes ol .10 : ot-tA:,1
means could not be reeertd, cpite of th., Iwo et the hepoth-
eses (personality aael attitude) re:ealeel :reed toward senoot
Effect. It: addition. Mehl) significant tp< .01) interaction ef-
fect was achieved rciati; e to scores on the Learning Atmos-



ene it Attitude Scale This indicated that under certan. comb-
eio..s, coati at t COUltSt 1111g can be ellectite in improt 1

altitudes of high ability, low achieving tenth and eleventh path.
male c.

St w ak- the dsitit,,r s fee1.: :g tt.at the limited result:, wet( a
lunch() i of the He the method. and a lad. of retine

instruments. rattu t than faun 1 viintla se's.
i. addi It *04 the Anal \ SI:. of %al 1..t:Ct i cS1.11lS. st %I !al non-

notion.% Net t obtained t la 1 pot -studs questionnaire
adminisie red to tilt contract ctudents and counselors V. ho par-
,icipated in tie stud,. Anion- tli, tentatit e conclusions sup -
nested here were the following 1. Conti act counseling Mips
to dant% the student and courts( for role in a counseling rela-
tionshie, 2. Contract counseling prot ides observable and mea-.
surable goals 0! both an enablint. and terminal nature. 3. Con-
tract counsaing assures mu: e frequent and mole 1 ekular
counseling sessions between student and counselor. 4. Contrac
counseling establishes visible measures of student progress
toward a specifically designated area 01 weakness. 5. Goats
Jo: counseling can be defined in behat moral terms. 6. Students
and counselors can achieve mutual agreement for objectives
in counseling. 7. Contract counseling provides accountability
for both student and counselor.

Order No. 73-14,633, 261 pages.

SELF ACTUALIZATION AND ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
IN COLLEGE WOMEN. !Pages 97-104, oreviously copy-righted material not nue:cord:nod .et rogues, of author. Aai1-
able for consultation at the Boston College Library]

Mary-Jane FERRIER, IISCJ, Ph.D.
Boston College, 1973

Adviser: Dr. Kathleen Murphy

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to explore toe relationship
between self-actualization and the Motive to Avoid Success incollege women. A further purpose was an investigation of the
relationship of the Motive to Avoid Success and four other se-
lected variables. mother's occupation, heterosexual relation-
ship, participation in campus activities, and grade-point av-
erage. Self-actualization was measured on the Inner-directed
Support (I) scale of the Personal Orientation Inventory (P01),
while the Motive to Avoid Success (M-s) was measured using
the Thematic Apperceptive techniques developed by Horner.
The data for the four other variables included in the study was
gathered by means of a short biographical questionnaire.

Two major questions were posed in the study: 1) Will a
greater percentage of the more self-actualizing college women
i.e., those scoring highest on the I scale of the POI, tend to be
found in that group which does not manifest M-s (M-s Absentgroup)' 2) Will ,t greater percentage of the college women he
found in the M-s Absent group a) whose mothers are active
professional women 9 b) who have an estanlished heterosexual
relationship' c) who participate in campus activities' d) who
have high giade-point averages"

Procedure

The POI, TAT-like verbal rues and questionnaire were
administered to a volunteer sample of Seniors, Juniors and
Sophomores at an all-female Catholic liberal arts college.
The final sample included in the study numbered 97 women.
A Pearson Correlation Coefficient was computed with M-s as
the dependent variable and I as the independent variable and
submitted to a t-test of significance, In addition, the means
on all twelve scales of the POI for the M-s Absent and M-s
Present groups were computed and the mean differences sub-
mitted to a t-test of significance. A multiple point-bisertal

correlation was computed with M-s as the dependent variable
and inner-directed support, mother's occupation, he'erosexual
relationship, participation in campus activities and .gi ade-
point average as the independent variables. An F ratio was
used to test whether the observed multiple-point-bisenal cor-
relation was significantly different from zero. Supplementary
analyses included computing Pearson Correlations between
M-s and each of the other eleven scales of the POI, and these,
too, were submitted to a t-test of significance.

Results

The correlation between Inner-directed Support and M-s
.eas found to he not significant, leading to the conclusion that
there is no real relationship between this important factor of
self-actualization .is measured on the POI and the Motive to
Avoid Success. Further, no s.gn:ficant relationship was found
between M-s and the five independent variables I, mother's
occupation, heterosexual relationship, grade-point average
and participation in campus activities. Moreover, group
means for the M-s Absent and the M-s Present groups were
found to be not significantly different.

Sample means on all twelve scales of the POI cluster about
the mean of the test yielding a composite profile very similar
to those of other tested college samples. However, the inci-
dence of M-s for the sample was atypical when compared to
nine Other samples tested trom 1969 to 1970. Thirty-four
percent (30) of the subjects in this sample manifested M-s,
whereas in the previous nine samples the incidence of M-s
ranged from 65.5% to 88.2% with a median of 81.0%.

Conclusions

The results of the statistical analyses indicate that for the
sample tested the two major questions posed in this study must
be answered in the negative. The correlation between M-s and
I was not of sufficient magnitude to predicate anything but a
chance relationship. The zero-order correlations of M-s with
the four other selected variables did not reach significant mag-
nitude either. Nor did the multiple- point- hiserial correlation
with all these variables working together and including I. One
can only conclude from this study that there is no relationship
between the Motive to Avoid Success and self-actualization as
measured by the POI. nor between the Motive to Avoid Suc-
cess and the other variables studied.

However, because of the atypical nature of the results for
this sample of college women on the M-s dimension, this con-
clusion should be taken with caution. If the study were repli-
cated with a sample where the incidence of M-s more nearly
approximated the findings of other studies so far reported,
the question of whether or not there is a relationship between
these two variables might be more definitely answered. There
is also some indication from the data that a much more de-
tailed examination of parental attitudes toward their daughters'
achievement in study and work would be a fruittul area for
further study of the dynamics of M-s.

Order No. 73-29,461, 121 pages.

THE ANALYSES OF SELFC1D FAMILY BACKGROUND,
ACHIEVEMENT, AND AREA OF RESMENCE-SCHOOL
FACTORS INFLITNCING DIFFERENCES IN THE EDUCA-
'CIONAL PLANS AND DESIRES OF TWELFTH GRADE
MALES AND FEMALES FROM SIX ETHNIC GROUPS

Stephen Paul HOLOWENIAK, Ph.D.
7 he Catholic Um zrsit:, of America, 1973

The invest.:iation was built upon the seminal work of both
Coleman et al., (1964) and Maveske et al., (IW). Unlike these
stifles, however, tt,e major unit for analysts was Educational
Plans and Desires.



tins study had ., throe -iold purpo.t (I) to examine the de-
area to a h:ch taelfth ode male: -ad female:- fioni six ethnic

-I's Nar°. Caucasian, icon, Oriental-
/1:1.e: Puerto Ricoh, aed Mexican -American) differ qami-

a., %tali lei aid to tale e. tit/ vet of Matins aasot ailed
v.e.tu f e ational Haas and Desii es, (2) to thiamine the oder-
rt,a11..uatap of Acletenitat aiai five Faintly Backaround sets
I fa( trs %Sal: U e ! decatainal Plat.' and Des:i es of taellth

raur sanienta: and (3) to determine which Family Background
bet, t meet eel, 01 other selucted act.- of factors, ale.ne

uanitralato n, best (a...dial:led the variants in due Educa-
to nal l'iaes alai Dealies tuelfth grade students.

Factor ceas.dered were. Socio-Economic Status, Family
iarattare and Saumlity , axpectations for Eacellence, Attitude
Tov. and Life, Edacational Plans and Desires, Study Habits,
Aciaeeinentiaa Alea of Residence-School. The first two
!actors when combined made up the set of factors called Home
Baci;groend. The next four factors when combined made up the
set of :actors called Family Process. These two sets, when
combined, made up the general set of factors called Family
Backround. The next factor consisted of a number of verbal
and computational achievemer' tests. The Area of Residence
factor consisted of two factors, namely, }legion of Residence,
and Urban -Rural Location, The School factor consisted of
Teaching Staff and Student Body sets of factors. From these
factors, it was hypothesized that there will be significant dif-
ferences beta eer. and among twelfth grade males and females
Mon sea ethnic groups on the Family Background, Home Back-
etound, Family Process, Achievement, and Other sets of fac-
tors associated with Educational Plans and Desires.

Data from the total population of 94,096 twelfth grade sub-
jects from the Equality of Educational Opportunity Survey
(Coleman et al., 19h6) were suhjected to several types of sta-
tisulcal anala ses. T-tests and F-Tests were used to determine
atatistit al significance. Correlation, Factor Analysis, and
Cumnionalitt Analysis were other statistical techniques used
to obtain male-female differences on the selected factors and
3d:scat:omit Plans and Desires.

Results showed: (l) Family Background, rather than
Achievement or Area of Residence-School factors, played
the greater explanatory role in the Educational Plans and De-
sires of males and females from six ethnic groups; (2) Family
Process rather than Home Background factors played the more
profound relative role in the Educational Plans and Desires of
males and females when all ethnic groups were combined;
(3) Socio-Economic Status, rather than Family Structure and
Stability factors, played the more profound role in the Educa-
tional Plans and Destres of twelfth grade students with girls
tendina to exceed boys; (4) Expectations for Excellence, rather
than Attitude Toward Life or Study Habit factors, had the greater
relattte role to Educational Plans and Desires of students with
boys teeeling to exceed girls for the Negro, Caucasian, Puerto
Rican. . Mexican-American ethnic groups. The reverse was
true tot the Indian - American anu Oriental-American ethnic
groups: (5) Student Body, rather than Teaching Staff factors
played the more profound relative role to the Educational Plans
and Desires of twelfth grade males and females with boys tend-
Rat to exceed girls for all ethnic groups except Oriental -Amer-
:cans. Order No. 74-989G, 290 pages.

Ati I,X PLORl oft: ;'!'till' of- a lU El Fa"I'S
COOP! RAVON Cif lta: ACHIrkT .1t-Niralt
SCHOOL ST UBE TS

fad Ittaaelf Lital.S. I &D.
Starturd Gee:era:iv. Ia73

1 he Pr:item

TM: study ts addreasd to the ea:eaten of what can be doee
for the !ow chteeine Su:dnt in nor public schools. n yr/m-
ktI is pervasive an eaniplex and Mare appears to be muvr Sou;p1..
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solutior.. This In% sttitation is not oiler( d as one. Rasher. it :s
intended as a small piece of carefullv et alaated tleld eetden,
which might be used t better ndt rs.and the pr agera a, it ior-
tam:s to partituair 00!: eii aunienta.

At the autst of ties study we: cont. rahat ta.at in'
studenta are u Krim; oi Cuter own eva. tiatiaa, Of hi l e. se
atushrta hay.. lue f' t road:tented b. tears e a.riees. t.
artio.11 and theft pa. eats to acaept N, mat: .0.

tVe suaastual tliit tit calimeteue aatial aft it ' .
t%pleat tlas,raarn ',as .1 major deters ! I, . AT;

and therefore: to their success. We at:A.:mated i ri eai a
cooperatie sot, sit at tare allure staiutata an d! e:' eaaea
a eery high le. el fe eaaid and S.ICL ti 1-1

their expectant, for a .acesa and tir ..
to participate.

..oceeare

Twenty 8th grade students were selected on tne basis of
their record of poor achietement to participate in the Coopera-
tive Class. 1 he class met four hours a day for the Spring se-
mester of 1172. Credit was given for Social Studies, Math,
English and Physical Education.

We hypothesized that our Cooperative Class would result in
a number of measurable changes in the students involved.
I. Clans participation level would increase. 2. Class activity
late! would increase. 3. Academic self-concept would improve.
4. Achievement level would increase. 5. Consensus concerning
academic `goodness" would decrease.

T) establish comparative judgement criteria for academic
self- concept and achievement level, two control groups were
established. A Non-Treatment Equivalent Group of similar
students in the traditional class and an Alternative Treatment
Group of low achievers in a contained classroom.

Participation and activity levels were measured periodically
as process variables in the Cooperative Class only. Consensus
of academic 'goodness" was measured by questionnaire in the
last week of the semester.

Results

1. Class participation level did not increase. It did how-
ever maintain an unusually high level of involvement for the
entire semester.

2. Class activity level did not increase. Rather, it kept a
consistent very high level for the semester, peaking in the last
few weeks.

3. Academic Self-Concept as a class unproved significantly
ht. fl compared to either control group.

4. Achietement level increased significantly i each area
tasted.

ti. Consensus concerning academic "goodrea." was nearly
identical to the data collected by Hoffman !n tr:dttional classes.

Implications

The Cooperatit e Class was remarkably secaessful in cre-
ating and inaIntaining moti.,ational change. Students who had
been non-participants participated actively irons the first week
of the class. The remarkable increase in achievenient scores
attests less to an increase in skill than to the increased moti-
vatton generated in the class.

Two unexpected variables entered unto the operation of the
(lass. For many reasons the class was looseli oraanired anti
tile lack 01 structure proved a serious ha:a:leap for some stu-
dents. LearnineStyie was a consideration ianored in the selec-
tion of students for the class. Greater success might have
been achieved had studenta been scieened for tee ability to
cope with a loosely structured class.

The second problem area was a racial taster. The six
Black students fared poorly. Their participation was low aed
tney voiced frequent thatress user Class. 'the eperience
of thus class provides further evitarn e seaa,.rt of Cohen's
Maar-racial Interaction Disability The. ry. (0.r..11 1971). The



lt;4, and ttint interaction i..a.iires speed and powerful
',atria nit to deal w nth the ra4. \pitati His quite aside from

tl p.,)hlem of low acadeniii 1,e1 1,u mance e\pectations.
1i:der N. . 73-15.008. 117 parsec.

VALUE DEVELOPMENT AND SUPERIOR ACHIEVERS

McNIAIION, Robert Christopher, Ph.D.
The University 01 Wismnsin, 1973

Supercisor Associate Professor Charles .1. Pulvino

The 'impose ut the study was to determine ii lheia were
identifiable patterns of stability and change in value hierarchies
of superior achievers. The values under study were Material,
Social, Recognition, and Individual Development.

The subjects originally selected for the study were a sample
of participants of the University of Wisconsin's Research and
Guidance Laboratory. for Superior Students who were high
school senior., during the 1966-1967 academic year. Trained
Laboratory stiff members, utilizing a structured interview,
assessed value hierarchies for individual subjects both in 1966
and in 1973.

The 1966 and 1973 value hierarchies of individual subjects
%etc compared in terms of various categories of rank order
consistency. la addition, consideration was given to the fre-
quency of instances in which individuals with specified values
in given hierarchical positions in 1966, either retained those
values in position or shifted in significant numbers to other
values in the 1973 hierarchies.

It was found that although few individuals had value hier-
archies which remained completely intact, the majority had
either hieraines in which the values ranked in the high and
low halves or hierarchies in which the first and last ranked
values remained stable.

Further, there was a very pronounced tendency for those
who had the !mil. Vaillt tanked first in 1966
to retain Individual Development as the fit sr tanked catty. in
1.)73, The also a tendency to: those who had Individual
Decelopment in my other rank order position to have that cattle
i. n.. upatd toe 1973 hiet Alvin os, Additionally, those who
had the Iteconi.ton value ranked in the tiler halt of 196:3 bier-
.irchies most m had it ranked it the low hail of 1973 hier-
archies Those with the Recognition ratite ranked in the low
half in 1966 almost invariably retained that value in the low
half of 1973 hierarchies. Those with the Social and Material
values ranked highest it 1966 almost invariably retained those
values in the high half 01 1973 hierarchies. Those with the
Social and Material values tanked lowest in 1966 hierarchies
retained those values in the low half of 1973 hierarchies.

Findings were examined in relation to major theoretical
approaches regarding value development. Implications for
counselors are presented. Order No. 71-9189, 121 !met's.

THE EFFECTS OF A STUDENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAIV
ON ENTERING UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA FRESHMEN.,
Previously copyrighted material on several pages not micro-

famed at request of author. Available for consultation at the
University of Georgia Library]

Michael Valentine MULLIGAN, Ph.D.
University of Georgia. 1972

Director: George M. Gazda

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of
University of Georgia's four-day Freshman Leadership Camp
on sophomore, juniors and seniors who attended with respect

the following criteria: academic achievement, leadership

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

achievement and perception of the campus environment.
The students in the sophomore, junior and senior classes

who attended Camp were matched with a comparable group of
students by predicted first quarter grade point averages and
number of high school organizations joined. In both the experi-
mental and control groups, there were 39 women and 34 men
n the sophomore class, 35 women and 24 men in the junior
class and 25 women and 24 men in the senior class. The total
-sample included 362 subjects, 181 in each the experimental an
control groups.

The College and University Environmental Scale (CUES)
was used to measure the students perception of the college en-
vtrmment. A student achievement questionnaire, which was
developed by the investigator, was used to measure leadership
achievement and to collect self reported University of Georgia
cumulative grade point averages. Leadership achievement was
represented by total number of organizations joined, total
leadership positions filled, and total honors won. The confi-
dence level for significance was set at P < .05.

The results obtained demonstrated that: There was no sig-
nificant difference of the adjusted grade point averages (pre-
dicted first quarter grade point average subtracted from cumu-
lative average) between the experimental and control group by
iota' and the same sex. There was no significant differences
between the experimental and control group by total on any of
the seven scales of the CUES. There was a significant differ-
ence on the CUE scales Community and Campus Morale favor-
ing the males in the control group. There was a significant
difference on total organizations joined, total leadership posi-
.ions filled and total honors won by total and the same sex
favoring the experimental group.

Order No. 73-5748, 140 pages.

A STUD)* OF STUDENT ATTITUDES AND OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Rvres Scott PRICER, Ph.D.
ersitv of Southern Mississippi, 1973

Simi :rent h_roldeiir study was organized to
expli II e the impart, if any. 01 selected descriptiie and atti-
tudinal variables on enniulatiie grade point average attain-
ment anion': unclean vduate students.

Essential) t . the study sought to determine the Impact of
(a) selected descriptive ianables such as residency, sex of
sunleht. nul collect. in which the student is majoring, and
(h) attitudes toward insttuctIon. laculty. personnel services,
ad:num-it anon, and e ,. Ira -en z ricular acts 'ties on attainment
of cumulanit grade point :lit i age. Specifically, this study
sodt.tht answers to the followiflt: questions:

(1) What degree of relationship existed between specific
ambles and grade point average')

(2) What single variable or combination of variables had
the Inchest degree of relationship with the cumulative grade
p0n.1 average?

Procedures: This study included a sample of 379 students
representinc the entirc undergraduate student body enrolled
in the eight chi isions of the University of Southern Mississippi
during-the Spring quarter of 1972. A questionnaire was ad-
ministered to these students, seeking data relative to the de-
keritivc and attitudinal variables. Regression analysis was
then applied to determine the relationships between the pre-
dict ii e va viable (0 PA) and academic achievement.

fleemlts: The more significant findings of this study were
threefold.

I) Htglicr academ:c achievement tended to be correlated
more positively with females. with women achieving slightly
better than men (2.86 for women versus 2 GO for men). The
correlation of se% with GP A was a .24 in the direction of fe-
males. Sex rrovided a significant, i.e. reliable, contribution
of .0998 In the full model prediction of academic achievement.
It io..As und that, of the eight predictor variables. sex was the

AA



best single predictor of success.
2) 1\ pe of residence and mator had a negligiuie degree of

relationship with GPA as indicated by a correlation of -.08
It appears from this intoimation that the college in Alach
student is mato' mug and %kin:ther a student lice:, on-campus or
off-camus ma'.us little. if am. cunt: ibution to the prediction
of academic giircess.

3) The attitudes towaid d,picts of unit ei sits student SCr-
x 1et s liar to.ttitpule to l, v. tie:tress of relationship with GPA
at- indicated 1)1 cot ielatiuns rancing from -.03 for Animist' a-
lion to 12 for extra -k um ricul.tr activities. Relative to the full
model leiediction. attitudes toward areas of the university
combined accounted for .0b59 of the %ariance. This suggests
that studert's comlined attitudes made a greater contribution
t.t the iredietion ut success titan ant. single variable except

Order No. 73-32,023, 81 pages.

TIlE RESPONSES CF COUNSELORS TO BEHAVIORS
AcgOCIATED WITH INDEPENDENCE AND ACHIEVEMENT
IN MALE AND FEMALE CLIENTS

Marlene Bence PRINGLE, Ph.D.
The tiniversity of Michigan, 1973

Chairman: Delmont K. Byrn

This study analyzes the effects of client sex, counselor sex,
and client behavior on the responses of counselors during the
initial stages of the counseling interview. Four client behavior
situations ;,re used: independent behavior, dependent behavior.
high achieving behavior , and low achieving behavior.

The population for this study was a large stratified sample
of Michigan high school counselors, half of whom were male
and half of whom were female. The initial sample of cot:1-
selors totaled 342, of which 254 participated and provided the
data analyzed in this study. This number represents 74 per
cent of the total sample.

A two by two by four factorial design was used in this re-
search. Independent variables were controlled by the develop-
/tient of a questionnaire which presented four clients, each
exhibiting one. of the four behaviors. Two forms of the ques-
tionnaire were used so that the sexes of the clients exhibiting
the specific behaviors could be reversed in each of the situa-
tions. All other information about clients remained the same
in both forms of the questionnaire. Half of the sample of coun-
selors received one form of the questionnaire and half received
the Other.

For each of the four clients in their respective situations,
counselors were directed in the questionnaire to make six re-
sponses:

1. To rate the client's approach to the situation on a scale
running from very i:ealthy to very unhealthy.

2. To list the reasons for the appraisal that they made.
3. ro write down the exact words they would use in their

reply to the client 's al statement given in the question-
naire.

4. ro late the iippi opriati 'less of each of a nunibtr of pos
s.ole ton uselo: I espouse. listed in the questionnaire.

5. Ti sticd the two attitude Matt nielits which best repo e-
st:deg their own attitudts from the four gickil 111 the question-

C. To si lctt car of fit e statemt nts which 1 cited the coun-
sclor's e da :uatiu iof Ith(ttut thy cliert behavior described 111
:he qustiomairi should be continued or modified.

Data were analyzed by ttsts of sodufitance comparingmeans
and proportions et responses 44 the counselors occupying dif-
ferent ells and different cumoinaliws of cells in the design.
Sijmfit alit differences between counselor's responses were
found in all six sections of the questionnait e. Findings are
presented and interpreted as they relate to stereotypic norms
for sex-appropriate behavior, Barduick's model of parental
interactions with children, and the characteristics of school

counselors.
Numerous significant differences were found between coun-

selors' resl..mses which were a function of the sex of the client,
the sex of the counselor, and the behavior of the client. Spe-
cifically, it was found that when clients exhibited behavior which
was sex-appropriate by traditional sex-role norms, male coun-
selors tended to evaluate clients by the clients' success in
coping with the environment and female counselors tended to
evaluate clients by the clients' feelings about themselves; how-
ever, when clients' behaviors were not sex-appropriate, male
Ind female counselors reversed their orientations to the clients.
Furthermore, although all counselors indicated in their re-
sponses to clients selective support and rejection of specific
sex-role norms male and female counselors often exhibited
different patterns of support and rejection for the specific be-
haviors used in this study., Many significant differences be-
tween male and female counselors were found when comparing
their responses to the dependent male client and to the high
achieving female client. Findings suggest that male counselors
are more supporting than female counselors af dependence and
high achievement in clients and that female counselors reveal
their values and act upon them more directly than do male coun-
selors. Order No. 73-24.659, 212 pages.

ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENTS AND ACHIEVEMENT
MOMATiON OF FRESHMEN WOMEN IN A SELECTIVE
URBAN UNIVERSITY LN RELATION TO MOTHERS'
CAREER PATTERNS

Carole Ann Bennett REGAN, Ph.D.
University of Pennsylvania, 1972

Supervisor: Arthur A. Dole

iatement of Problem

Does a mother's having worked outside her home (her ca-
reel pattern) have any relationship to her college freshman
daughter's attitudes toward her parents, her Identification with
them, or her achievement motivation?

Procedure and Methods

Subjects in this study were mother -dad ;liter pairs of volun-
teers; the daughters were members of a class of 413 entering
students in the College of Liberal Arts for Women at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. Mothers were sent a questionnaire
designed to obtain background information and to classify ca-
reer patterns. A total of 200 (48%) of the daughters appeared
for testing; a total of 311 (75%) of their mothers responded to
the questionnaire; there were 189 (46%) matched mother-
daughter sets of data.

The daughters were asked to complete (I) a version of the
Semantic Differential, used to measure attitudes and parental
identification; (2) Veroff, Atkinson, Feld, & Gurin's female
version of the Thematic Apperception Test, used to measure
achievement motivation; and (3) a brief questionnaire, used to
obtain additional background data including a statement of
choice of parental identification.

Subjects were assigned to one of five groups, two home-
making-oriented (HO) and two career-oriented (CO), plus one
of divorcees on the basis of their mother's career pattern (as
defined by Super) and marital status. After the first analyses,
16 daughters of divorcees were eliminated and both HO and
both CO groups combined for the final between-groups analyse:
of the dependent variables. Data were processed by means of
a computer program for multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOV2).

C)
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R, suit---
A:titudes were measured toward eight concepts, -Myself,"

Me Mother," 'My Father," "Marriage," "Homemaker," "Ca-
r-er %%Ionian." -Working Mother,' and "Women's Liberation
Moetenent " Highly significant HO-CO differences were ,

'ee the concept ''My Father": HO daughters rated their
ratite; , more valuable, pleasant, honest, active, warm, dynamic
leasruiele, strong, and rugged than did CO daughters. HO
dasate rs rated their mothers and themselves as warmer than
del t) daeehters, "Marriage" as warmer and more dynamic,
' Homemaker" as more activs and rugged, and "Women's Lib-
el at, In %In went' :is less pleasant. No smilicant differences
le id, :veto:Amu were round when 'average distance" (D) scores

tits Se: tantte Differential were analyzed. On the direct
in of ortettal identatcation. however, HO daughters

m,.. acntly sated idntifwat:on well the Others and
eaq h'el ith their mothers. No significant differences

v.re is achievement motivation.
Alai; ot baeltgreund variables revealed no between-

group tlffernces in mother's age, mother's age at marriage.
tatter's education, number of children in the family, age of the
Its 001,1., co. subject's SAT Verbal or Math scores. Significant
hfferenees v,ore 'Juakt ,n mother's eduLattun, with CO anwhers

averaging more than a year-and-a-half more education than
HO mothers.

Conclusions

At !east fur this ;,elect imple, %vorking and min-woriting
mothers did ne .,`f .r on sn;nito.ant background variables
other than elto at ion. A career-ot tented pattern far the mother
was not related t I her daughter's achievement motivation, but .
it was related to her daughter's attitudes toward the father and,
to a lesser extent, toward niarriage, herself, and the mother.

Order No. 73-13.458, 162 pages.

PSYCHOLOGICAL INFORMATION TO TEACHERS AM) ITS
EFFECT ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Margery LeVern Ft0DINSON,
Oklahoma State University, 1073

SCOPE AND METHOD OF STUDY: the Purpose: The
aim of this study is to investigate the effects ot psychological
reports given to teachers upon the academic achievement
the referred students Since testing and report ,vriting con-
sume much of the chool psycholocost's time, this study inves-
tigates the types of reports and the manner or dissemination
in terms of student achievement test scores. Reeardlss of
school personnel preference for certain activities of the psy-
chologist, his hme needs to be allotted to those actrAties which
produce the most results in terms of student development.

The Procedure: Every Mt d grade teacher in one school
district in Alaska referred three children to the psychologist
for evaluation and 1 ccmince:dation There wore thirteen
teachers from three nteinentar. st hrnJl3, , witting thirtv-."stns
students for tht. Mud. rho :ofvrral:: ind student testing fir
evaluation was k!ans at the 01 heat aemester if the
school year. The three stuktents from teacner were ran-
domly assigned t,1 ,,ne ,,f three .tr nips. Ili , grows were then
randomly assigned to treatnient lieto:e, each t aher itati all
three treatment bevels.

Each of the thirty -nano ,a_ttdents %%ore administered n bat-
tery of diagnostic tests (1) Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children, (2) Goodenough-Harris Draw-A-Man Test, t3) Render
Visual-Motor Gestalt Test, (4) Frostig: Developmental rest
of Visual Perception. 15) Minnie Test of Psycholinguistic

,e) wain Auditta% Dist rimmation Test, (7) an in-
t, :oat test of lateral dominance

Psychologn al reports were written for each student. For
to in Treatment 1. the report was a reporting of perfor-
menet and scores with interpretation couched in psychological
tt riniscluo Thee r clouts v ere given to each teacher via
tht school mail systt

Fur the students to Ti eatment 2, the report~ were similar
ea., tpt for the addition of a i econiniendation section which de-
lineated activities that could be done either in the classroom,
via outside specialists or iu the home, or any combination of
the three There reports were written but a personal confer-
ere e was also held vith each teacher in which the test results
as well as teacher observations were discussed and the final
decision weie the result of joint effort.

For students in Treatment 3, the control group, no feed-
bat k at .111 was riven to the teacher.

The first week in May thirty-eight students were admin-
istered the Metropolitan Achievement Tests--Elementary,
Form F. One student had transferred out of the state so was
lost to the study.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: Finders: Two Analyses
of Covariance were computed using the I.Q. score as the co-
variate and the total reading raw score as one dependent vari-
able and the total mathematics raw score as the other. The
.05 level of confidence was used to judge the F statistic. The
first null hjpothesis which hypothesized there is no significant
difference aniong treatments for reading achievement, was ac-
cepted. There was no significant difference found among treat-
ments for mathematics achieveinent, so the second null hy-
pothesis was accepted,

Conclusions: The inability to find statistical difference
among treatments does not rule out the possibility that the
school psychologist can influence academic achievement in-
directlj through the teacher. However, with this design it was
not evident. The study was designed to replicate as closely
as possible the usual working practices of the majority of
school psychologists.

A possible reason for no significance is the degree of sim-
ilarity among the treatments with regard to actual time spent
with the teacher by the psychologist. This time factor varied
only one hour Another reason is possibly the measurement
Instrument for the achievement scores. The MAT is a stan-
dardized test, using national norms, and as such is a gross
screening device, which might not be sensitive to subtle
achievement changes.

From a post hoc questionnaire to teachers three items of
interest were found. (1) The teacher's subjective Assessment
of the progress of the students were categorized into three
levels, great improvement, some improvement, and little im-
provement. The Chi Square Test of significance of differences
was done and no significant difference (.05 level) was found.
(2) The selection of one of the teacher's students for the sub-
ject of a conference and lesser treatment of the other two re-
ferred students did not cause her to perceive that student as
having a more severe problem than the others. (3) The teach-
ers wanted more conferences and assistance.

Order No. 74-8112, 82 pages.

nil; EFFECTS OF PSYCHOSOCIAL AWARENESS CLASSES
ON SELF-ESTEEM BEHAVIOR, AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVE-
MENT IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES

SAI3OL. Donald Edvin. Ph.D.
The University of Texae at Austin. 1974

Supervisor: Edraund Lmmer

The major concern of this study was to investigate the effect
of psychosocial auarcness classes on sell-esteem, classroom
behavior. and arliievement of low achieving elementary school
pupils. A second roncern was to evaluate the relationships
airolie self-estt cm, classroom behavior. and academic achieve-
ment. Self-esteem was the main theoretical variable, and the
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experimental intervention was attendance by subjects at psycho-
social awartness classes for 36 houir at the rate of 1 hour per
week for the school year. The subject in the study were 175
elementary school chile-hen in grades. one through six attending
an elementary school in San Antonio. Texas, during school year
1972.1973. The mierventton extended over the entire school

Fuse- and post nit asures included the Coopersnnth Self-
Esteem Int emu: (SIN) and the Coppersmith Self-Esteem Be-
havior Rating tom (lsR1.). amt the Stanford Achievement Test.
Pi etests weie actin:id:at red during August, 1972, and posttests
during May, 1973 Be twt en the pie- and post measures, exper-
imtntal S; attend, d classes d( :awl( d to provle opportunities
for enhaneerre nt use se If. mei t a sed ac pewee of self
and better uncle' standing of self in relation ro others Children
attending the pst chosocial classes were compared with control
groups to eittcrmnie whether the experimental intervention re-
sulted in Mecca-Ad self-esteem as leporttel by the subjects
on the SCI. and in improved behavior as reported by the teacher
by completing a BRE on each child. Both of the groups' achieve-
ment scores were compared to dete mime whether the treatment
influenced increased academic achievement.

The population of the study included 175 low-achieving pupils
from families: having a gross annual income from father's salary
or wages of S6.000 or less in 1971. In the total group studied
there were 111 Mexican-American children and 64 Anglo chil-
dren. Eighteen variables were studied. The SEI provided mea-
sures on self-esteem as related to General Self, Social-Self
Peers, Home-Parents, School Academic, Total Self-Esteem
Score and a Lie scale to measure the extent to which the S was
reacting to the SE1 in a defensive way. The two subscales on
the BRF provided measures of desirable assertive behavior and
less than desirable defensive behavior. The SAT provided
achievement scores along subtests which could be compared
with other variables.

Preliminary analyses assessed the reliability of the two
Coopersnuth instruments, the SEI and the BRF. Additionally,
between-teacher agreement on the ratings they gave Ss on the
snr was studied and is reported. In the primary analysis and
test co( the hypotheses analysis oh covariance, and cross-lagged
panel correlations were used as statistical techniques.

Of the three grade levels in which the SEl was administered
(grades 4, '5, and 6), attendance at psychosocial classes was
found to affect self- esteem positively in grades 5 and 6. No
significant differences between the experimental and the con -
tiol groups were found for either assertiveness or defensive
behavior subscales of the Behavior Rating Form. No support
was found in the data for the hypothesis that achievement would
increase as a result of attending psychosocial classes.

Order No. 74-14,758, 190 pages.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL VARI-
ABLES COMPRISING SCHOOL NORMATIVE ACADEMIC
CLIMATE IN HIGH- AND LOW-ACHIEVING WHITE-URBAN.
BLACK- URBAN, AND RURAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
WITH SCHOOL MEAN SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
CONTROLLED

Jeffrey Michael SCHNEIDER, Ph.D.
Michigan State University, 1973

The purpose of this study was to compare a number of
social - psychological variables of school normative academic
climate, between high-- and low-achieving elementary schools.
while controlling, as much as possible, for the effects of school
mean socio- economic status (S.E.S.), race. and urban-rural
community type. More specifically this researcher's desire
was to determine which of several social-psychological envi-
ronmental (actors most stror.gly predict the variation in
achievement, as well as differentiate between high- and low-
achieving predominantly white-urban schools, predominantly
black-urban schools, and schools located in rural communities.

Data were collected from a selected sample, composed of
10 predominantly white-urban, 7 predominantly black-urban,
and 7 rural elementary schools. Schools within each stratum
were selected on the basis of their mean student achievement,
as measured by the Michigan State School Assessment Achieve.
ment Index, and mean student S.E.S., as measured by the Mich-
igan State School Assessment S.E.S. Index. Pairs of schools
were selected with similar S.E.S., racial composition, and
urban-rural community types, but significantly different mean
student achievement scores.

The variables selected for study were derived from a vari-
max rotation factor analysis performed upon data gathered
from instruments administered to fourth, fifth, and sixth grade
students and the teachers of these students, in the schools sam
pled. Four student factors and six teacher factors emerged
from this analysis: Student Perceived Present Evnluations-
Expectations (S.P.P.E.E.), Student Perceived Future Evalu-
ations-Expectations (S.P.F.E.E.), Student Reported Sense of
Futility (S R.S.O.F.), Student Perceptions of School's Academic
Norms (S.P.S.A.N.), Teacher Present Evaluations-Expecta-
tions (T.P.E.E.), Teacher Future Evaluations-Expectations
(T.F.E.E.), Teacher Perceptions of Parent Student Academic
Push (T.P.P.S.P.), Teacher Reported Push of Individual Stu-
dents (T.R.P.I.S.), Teacher Reported Feelings of Job Satisfac-
tion (T.R.F.J.S.), and Teacher Perception of Social System Be-
lief in Student Academic Improvability (T.P.S.A.I.).

Applying these factors as independent variables, this re-
searcher employed a least square add linear regression anal-
ysis to predict the variation In the dependent variable, achieve-
ment. The following climate variables were found to be signifi-
cant (p = 0.10) predictors of higher achieving Schools. beyond
the effects of S.E.S., race, and urban-rural community type:

1. Less Student Perceived Sense of Futility: p .= 0.0005;
predicting 44.9re of the variance in achievement beyond the
amount accounted for by the design variables.

2. Greater Teacher Future Evaluations-Expectations: p
0.008: predicting an additional 9.83 cc. of the variance in achieve-
ment.

3. Less Teacher Reported Push of Individual Students: p
0.023, predicting an additional 5.28 of the variance in
achievement.

4. Greater Student Perceived Present Evaluations-Expecta-
tions: p = 0 052: predicting an additional 3.36`C of the variance
in achievement.

Because of the high predictive power of S. R.S.O. F., another
least square add linear regression analysis was employed, as
the dependent variable with the other nine climate factors as
independent variables. The following climate variables were
found to be significant (p = 0.10) predictors of higher achieving
schools. beyond the effects of S.E.S., race, and urban-rural
community type:

1. Higher Teacher Present Evaluations-Expectations: p =
0.002: predicting 25.17% of the variance in futility beyond the
amount accounted for by the design variables.

2. Higher Student Perceived School Academic Norms: p =
0.029; predicting an additional 8.32% of the variance in sense
of futility.

3. Higher Student Perceived Present Evaluations-Expecta-
tions: p = 0 042 predicting an additional 8.05'o of the variance
In sense of futility.

The researcher also attempted to find which of the ten de-
rived student-teacher factors most highly differentiated be-
tween higher- and lower-achieving schools within the three
strata: predominantly white-urban, predominantly black-urban,
and rural schools. Using a discriminant function analysis, It
was concluded that a low student reported sense of futility was
consistently the most powerful of the four student variables in
differentiating achievement groups. Other factors, however,
did vary in their power to discriminate achievement within each
of the three stratum. Student perceived school social system
norms advocating higher achievement appear to better dis-
criminate in predominantly white-urban schools than in schools
within the other strata. While teacher perception of the school
social system belief that students can improve upon previous
academic achievement appears to differentiate higher :thieving
schools within the black -urban stratum, it does not aepear to



be very significant In the predominantly white -urban schools.
The level of teacher perceived parent-student push for educa-
tional achievement and student perceived present evaluations-
expectancies appears to have greater discriminating powers in
rural communities than in urban schools.

iistividual pairs of schools, matched on S.E.S.. race, and
urban- rural a ,m muntty type init differing lagnifleantly on
achievement, were taw aii.th?eit Incorporated within this
analysis were selected int,rmatein from the principal data.
and line. ,iewer utit %aitons p..itaining t,, the school. the cur-
riculum, the community, and the of hool-semi nunity relation-
ship. As .t result of his tiridings. this researcher contends that
the levet of ps,rchohyst. it- iney,ration" tet.i.een the school and
the community, i.,apted with ica, her and .ltk,lent st.ibiltty. are
deserving furtaer re.,eareh p. ,stto,.e c oatrinutors to the
C real too of .1 110:11.1ii V e eocc :ccice to higher
achieverent Order No 7:1. 29.177. 256 pages.

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF AN EXPERI-
MENTAL TRAINING PROGRAM USING ACHIEVEMENT
MOTWATION TRAINLNG CONCEPTS

Robert Leonard SMITH, Ph.D.
The University of Michigan, 1972

Chairman; Garry R. Walz

The purpose of this investigation was to explore the effects
of an experimental training program on the achievement moti-
vation level and other related characteristics for late adoles,
c.mt age students. The following major hypotheses, stated hi
P. null form, were investigated in this study:

1. Experimental group trainees will not exhibit significant')
greater change in achievement motivation than a control group
of tra inees.

2. Experimental group trainees w ill not exhibit significantly
,:rcater clian:;e .n internal control than a control group of
trainees.

3. EAper»nental group trainees will not exhibit significantly
reater t.har.re ,n test anxit ly than a control group of trainees.

4. Exlierunebtal group trainees will not exhibit significantly
greater change in grade poirt average than a control group
of trainees.

5. Experinic n:al group trainees will not exhibit significantly
greater chants in teacher assessments of trainee's work re-
late:1 behavior than a control group of trainees.

6. There it .1l be no significant differences in aptitude be-
turen Experimental group trainees who demonstrate the great-
est increase in achievement motivation and those who demon-
strate the least.

A pre- post- control group design was used in this study.
The subjects acre sixty twelfth grade students from a second-
ary area vocational-education center. An experimental group
of thiity students alas randomly selected and matched with a
control group. Students were matched by sex, program en-
rolled, and previous performance in program. The following
instruments were used in gathering pre- post- data The Mich-
igan State Motivation Scale, The Internal-External Scale, and
The Test Anxiety Questionnaire, In addition, pre- post- data
was gathered on student s performance. This included stu-
dent's grades in program and the instructor's ratings of stu-
dents according to The Instructor Rating Scale. The Differen-
tial Aptitude Test Battey was also administered to students to
determine if participant s aptitude was significantly related to
whether er not one would benefit from the training program.

Divided into three phases, the five month training program
was described as consisting of: (I) Cognitive teaching: Teach-
ing the thoughts, feelings, and action strategies associated with
the high achiever. (2) In-group learning: Experiencing the
thoughts, feeling ", anti action strategies through (a) Observa-
tion and modeling, and (b) Simulated experitnces. (3) Out-group
application: Practicing learned principles through gra' setting.

Analysis of the data showed that the Experimental Training

Program was significantly effective in increasing achievement
motivation level and in reducing external control feelings. How-
ever, the treatment was ineffective in reducing fear of failure
feelings. Further analysis revealed nonsignificant changes in
grades and instructor ratings of students. It was discovered
that general aptitude was not critical in determining whether
or not one could benefit from the program. A significant nega-
tive correlation between achievement motivation and external
control feelings was found. The stepwise regression analysis
revealed that past grades and instructor ratings were the only
accurate predictors of final grade in program.

The following major conclusions were drawn:
I. Achievement motivation and internal control feelings can

be affected through training, but more adequate operational
definitions and ways of measuring change are needed.

2. Efforts to increase student's performance may require
a more comprehensive design with a flexible methodology
adapted to student characteristics.

3. Behavioral effects of achievement motivation training
may not ha observable in a short time span and may not neces-
sarily manifest itself within the school setting.

4. A replication of this study, with certain modifications,
is needed. Order No. 73-6916, 198 pages.

THE EFFECTS OF PRIOR SUCCESS ON ELICITATION OF
THE FEAR OF FAILURE MOTIVE

Richard Keller STALEY, Ed.D.
Oklahoma State University, 1972

Adviser: John D. Hampton

SCOPE AND METHOD OF STUDY: This study focused on
success feedback as a manipulable variable to reduce the fear
If failure motive elicited by failure in an achievement task. It
..as intended to test the transfer of this effect to a different
achievement task. Three success conditions were e:nployed
consorting of ten, five, and zero feedback trials. Two different
tack conditions were contained at ench of the three success
conditions, with ten subjects in each cell. The fear of failure
motive was scored by the Hostile Press scoring system. The
relationship between achievement anxiety and the fear of fail-
ure motive was also examined in the study.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: A 3X2 facto 'al analysts
of variance was used to test the effects of success feedback on
the fear of failure motive. The F tests derived from the anal-
ysis of variance did not yield significant results. It was
concluded that the success conditions did not have an effect
on the fear of failure motive, nor did it have a transfer effect.
A critical-ratic z-test computed for the correlation coefficient
of the Hostile Press measure of fear of failure and the Achieve-
ment Anxiety Test did net reach significance. It was concluded
that these two tests measure essentially different phenomena.

Order No. 73-15,248, 90 pages.

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF TWO CLASS-
ROOM GUIDANCE PROGRAMS ON SELF-CONCEPT AND
ACHIEVEMENT OF THIRD GRADE STUDENTS

James Atlee TANGEMAN, Ed.D.
University of Wyoming, 1973

This study investigated the comparative effect of Class-
.00in Nleetings and DUSO upon the self - concept and achieve--
ment level of third grade students from four classrooms in
two lower%middle-class neighborhood schools in Cheyenne,
Wyoming. A total of 93 students, four teachers, and one coi,4-
selor participated in the study.

A quasi-experimental, non-equivalent control group re-



...earch design was used for the study. Random selection was
conducted to determine the two eeperimental and the two con-
tiil classrooms. Random assignment determined the treat
uit at for ,ach of the tvo experitnental elassooms.

The study was conducted over a ten-week period. Twent
am i. muumtt treatment ses,,Ions were conducted in each e\-
pi.:tinental classroom. The counselor conducted one session
pet heel. in each ,periir.ental classroom with the respet tit e
teacher In attendance, and each teaches ciailseted one se,sion
pet wt t-k uY hi., 1 e,pective e per:mental c lassrooni. .itt

at: Jo of the Pier -- II i is Self (once:A.:4.dt
awl tya, Acta. v estent pi,JvideC1 data tot ite-
te :no.> ttion et movement of stud, nt selt-coacept and aridev e-
Ent 01, respectivelt. A later 1.%11,,w-ap administration Of the
two 1 rum,' ti, .tS conkI;lettAl 1:11.,00 .v .1!' 'r lel mit:at:on

tit, tit at caLrit tot I v)d to deterrnh.e chiltict disposition
1 solt-coi,cent actuet.ein-ilt :,,v o,1 at that time.

A two-N.0., treatment by-sex anal/ sis at CO% arla0C (I (1-
,:t14 no the pre-test) was used to test for significant ,111-

t it noes anioni: means. .he analysis of covariance was ctio
. ttas piot p. o.. t 1..1::

anon; the fkAtt intact classroom group-, The solec-
et,,n of tht, ",tat late w,ts br means of an eight-I.-triable corr.:-
1,1,ton Mit rt`., Sh../'%ett the -test score-, ar the mil,.

relate of thy- p,st-tt-a ,;eon es,
Anal, sts ,vas it !Ltd italt: the context of so, ut

data. 1 iie tits: inlmh It pt c- ,1,:d post-test scores 01 1,It..
concept aict a, t,i-v Yu va. file st.tinal s. t un holed pre- and

tt. -t e'S 00 s_Ii..-(!,-Tt't:i>t .1e.1Z.vcnient. The
'1/41;,tia 1. tes, tne IOU

)f tno And-.
1. TI.e DUS() pi-Ittram .tad Meet ti":s pi og ratti

Oil not :pdear dttic r betv,,,en
t 1.1.11110:Lit relatae to the e,teei on Nu rd ,:rade

Lhildeen's sett-concept and .',..tileveinnt era ten-I,%.: treat -
invra pve1,)1.

2. CLIsz,coon.s of Hui(' e: ode child:en that rece.ed ::tit e-
eetial treatment trom the 1$1 SO, Cl.e-croeiltNleetines, and
tradititmal pto.tt.t.nS Olti 0 ti,.1: r St :rtfttantl. it lir:pi-ever:to.:
of self-c, Lpt ox 'rent (A et .1 ten-AC44: t pe-
riod oz aftei to:1Q tm; the ti eminent.

3. Third riaue girls achiet .sd a similicantiv (I' .01)
greater me-.10 lit t on the math ;art.:We :hal' d tats
0,, Cr the ten- ,'. "Cl. treatinent period.

4. l'Ite peo_,.iant appeared to hat e a
posttive, hut not se4niitcant. efteet upon third cad..., girls' sof-
concot, w"ereas the DttSO prig-rani appeal vt! hi Exec leit,t.
live, but not set:di:cant, ttect (Ton third exattu iris seit
concept.

5. >0) si"mtv...int ti tiet ences exis'e.(1 bervn ern,i;o1
classzoorn located m the `:,1 me school as the espe,triur.tal
clasqroori.., and the co.it 1 ol rlassrioen it arother rela-
tsAil the eflect 0.ri11 clutch en's slt-com tpt aid

Ortb-r No.

CJIANtLS CONCLP I Itf;SULTINC, FIIONI A CRISIS
LNTERVENTION MARA II:ON GROUP PROCESS TREAT-
MENT FOR NON ACHIEVING TWO-YEAR COLLEGE
FitESIIMEN

Sally Ann TSCEUM1, Ed.D.
State Universit:, of New York at Albany 1973

primar:, ,ective of this stud; was to see if ;* CI ISIS
intervention, mar,,thoi, grow) process treatment produce°, ther-
apeutic cnanee in freshmen experiencing academic cnificully
at the end al tncir fist college sernestez . Four factors re-
lated le n n-achic\ement were Incluzit d Ili the treatment pro-
d ani, it If cur, ept, anklet), ine. rpez sonal relations sad goals.
The participants also requested and received help witn study
sk,Ils The self concept was selected as the criterion variable.
Fur c1.1IistIcal analysis of the criterion measure the Tenne,se

Self Concept Scale (TSCS) Total Positive Scores was employed
In a pre/post test, control group, matched pairs design. A post
test only, control group, matched pairs design was utilized with
the Rosenberg Scales and Scores (RSS) to further describe the
groups, Post tests were repeated to examine the delayed ef-
fcct of treatment. A survey of the class of 1974 was used as a
blind for all testing.

The subjects were ten first semester freshmen who volun-
teered for this program contingent on being placed on proba-
tion. They were matched with ten others (not volunteers) cn
the basis of curriculum, cumulative average and sex. Random
assignment was not possible. The treatment consisted of a
five day, forty hour workshop during intersession, the week
before second semester began.

Trends were in the appropriate direction but no significant
deference was found between groups on the criterion measure.
The Total Positive Score (TSCS) and the Rosenberg Self Es-
teem Scale were found to correlate in the appropriate direc-
tion, -.74 (p< .02) at post test and -.79 (p < .01) at post post test.

Reports of the participants, observations made during the
workshop, and some of the RSS data support the fact that the
treatment promotes the desired change. An analysis of the
subjects' goals indicates that the workshop helped the partici-
pants: 1) focus more on their goals, 2) plan better strategies,
and 3) be better able to identify helping and hindering forces.
Statistically significant difference in change from post to post
post test tame on the Rosenberg Stability of Self Scale (p<.10),
Faith in People Scale (p<.05), Daydreaming Scale (p<.10), and
Psychosomatic Symptom Sccre II (p<.10), show a delayed and
cumulative effect of treatment. The difference between the
groups on the Rosenberg Relationship with Father Score (p <
.10) at post test is unexplainable.

The researcher recommends the marathon treatment modelat intersession followed by a support group during the semes-
ter. Further study needs to be made with better selection, con-
trols and tests. Order No. 74-6943, 164 pages.

f ha. EFFECTS OF A STRUCTURED MOTIVATION PROGRAM
.PPROACH AND A NON-STRUCTURED GEOUP APPROACH
ON SELF-ACTUALIZING ATTITUDES, SCHOLASTIC
MOTIVATION AND SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT AMONG

SCHOOL JUNIORS

Roger Kenneth WILDE, Ed,D.
Unit...tidy of Southern NItssissippi, 1972

Stntet:wrt of the Problem: This stud': was designed to ex-
amine the retattt-e effects, if any, of both (a) a structured nto-
tieation program approach and (b) a non-structured group
aperoac n on self-actualization, vcadenne motivation, and scho-

+.

acoievertient atnong selected eleventh erfele students
iii rat: al Miss:ship!) school. The basic objecttves of the study

1, Y. hat differences :n sell-actualizing attitaci,s will occur
slente who lecceve a structured motivation program

1" (,,-Icaced to students who participate in a non-structured
rout activity and students who receive no treatment?

2, What differences in motivation toward school will occur
%, hen students who receive a structured motivation program
are compared to students who participate in a non-structured
group activity and students who receive no treatment ?

3, What differences an scholastic achievement wilt occur
whoa students who receive a structured motivatton program
are compared to students who participate in a non-structured
group activity and students who receive no treatment?

4. What diGerences, if any, will occur in selt-actualtzie4
attitudes motivation toward school scholastic achievement andamo'n comcarison ,_,coups after a six-week Post.-walt period?

5, What effects, it any, will the artifact of testing have on
1:t comparison groups ?

Procedure: The population for this study included 150 eiev-
nth grade students enrolled at the Dean Attendance Center,



t laud Consolidated School District, Washington County, Nits-
:,ssipm, during the 1971-72 school year. From this population,
c.;thty students were randomly selected and assigned to four
iquoPS of twenty ntudents :is follows.

otipV1 participated in a structured motivation pi ogratn
far a twelve week period, meeting each day for fifty minutes
during the regular school day.

Grocial, met for fifty minutes per day each school day for
tod ot twelve weeks :n a non - structured counseling group.

C,roup.C, was a 1,roup of studenta who completed the ie-
r.t,ai ch instruments as :lid the emits-mental groups., but did not
participate in any type of prog rain.

Group teas a croup ot ,tudents who received testing only
at the ai of a six week Post-wa.t Period. These students did
not participate in any type of program.

The for unit ,,f the study ...is essentially that in an experi-
ne.ntal ileS1411 Volimh covered two tonsecutive periods. The

.vas known as C.. Tieatment Period and re-
f, rrd t.) a period (,f unit during; Thick Group E1 pal Umpated

4 1., a 1.,r,,,raninted motivation experience, nhile i :roup %pe-
t ic.reed a n ctue student teniered croup orientation.

Si. ..eeks follo.v'm tuts pei it you as the 20,t-
,.itt PerioU duritv, vhich no contact %vas made with .iny of the
rticipants.

rsoral Ot tt.:,station hiv,11Vv, the Juitor bde\ of
\1 atvation and cract:, 1 (Ant a:eiage ;1r:witted dependent variabli
la'a and these re -alts nere .malyz..d by anal.,sis of variance
pi ,:Kednre,:.

Conelnnn:; Pa.led on findint;, tits :VICIY, the following
conclumors were ea Me:

1, Fib the end of the :2 :veeks Treatment Period, silinft-
ant differences did not occur .11 iii troups included st: the

either tn terms of POI scores, JIM Seale scores or
crude point a', rages. Althod_th IIILl'east!S or changes

to be occurring, differences itt ii,roaps sure not SL,4-
vtlicant at tit,. .0', lev-1.

St.,:inficant changes dice occcr tn grade point averages
ar J on JIM Si al- scores by the end of the Post-wait Period.
r: is ta--Pn,:" Fo-:4 ,t:sts that perse,.er-ece occerr after the
:Or:lunation mutivattoaal pro:ram, uluina.elv retied:lig
st.mtficant chane-is attitudes toward school anal in grade

3. When to > control r,e .ps aere op:I:paed, r st :raft-
c..nt diffetin 0.4 oe. nr red, 'cinch slprrted the conclus.on that
the aritia.1 toSI.n.,, 0..kr;

04' Pi: 7:,..;.595, 57

THE EFFECTS OF A PEER TUTORIAL PROGRAM ON
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND SELF CONCEPT OF LOW
ACHIEVING HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS STUDENTS

Paul P. C. WU, Ph.D.
The Florida State University. 1973

Major Professor: Dr. Marian W. Black

The effects of a peer tutorial program on academic achieve-
ment and self concepts of low achieving high school finale-. mattes students were examined in this study. The main pur-
poses are as follows: (1) do students in.;,rove in self concept
and academic achievement a.; a result of being tutored: (2) do
high achieving students or low achieving students serve as
better tut( rs; (3) do low achieving students improve in self
concept and academic achievement by serving as inters; and
(4) do males or females .erne as 'totter tut.)rs?

The subjects consisted of one hundred fitly students who
were enrolled at James S. Rickards High School in Tallahassee,
Florida. The tutees .re ninth 'trade students enrolled in
Basic Mathemattcs I classes. Seventy-five of these students
were randomly selected to form (1) a group tutored by high
achievers, (2) a group tutored by low achievers, and (3) a con-
trol group, The low achieving tutors were selected from stu-

dents enr3(led in Basic Mathematics U classes. Filty of these
students were randomly selected for a tutor group and a tutor
control group. High achieving tutors were selected by their
classroom teachers from Algebra II and Geometry classes.
:'he treatment was conducted for eight weeks.

Training for the tutors was conducted over seven sessions
not including an orientation session. In addition to the training
sessions the tutors met for inservice instructions once a week.

The study employed a pre test-post test control group de-
sign. For the pre and post tests in academic achievement, the
mathematics computation section of the Comprehensive Tests
of Pasic Skills, Level 3, was used. Form R, of the CTBS
was used for the pretest and Form Q was used for the post
test. A mod.fied version of the Sears' Self Concept Inventory
was used for both the pre and post tests.

The data were analyzed oy the statistical consulting office
and computer center at the Florida State University. An anal-
ysis of variance was used to determine significant differences
between the three tutee groups. When chtferences occurred,
Duncan's Range Test was used to locate the differences. To
compare low achieving tutors and the control group a two
sample t-test was used and in comparing the pre to post tests
results a paired data t-test was used.

A one way analysis of variance revealed no statistically
significant differences in self concept or academic achieve-
ment among tutees with high achieving tutors, tutees with low
achieving tutors and the control group. This same procedure
indicated no statistically significant differences in academic
achievement or self concept between tutees with high achieving
tutors and tutees with low achieving tutors. A t-test indicated
stattsticall) signif:cant differences in academic achievementbut not iii self concept between low achieving tutors and thecontrol group. Finally- a t-test r,.tealed statistically signifi-cant differences in academic achievement between tutees with
male tutors and tutees with female tutors.

The major findings of the study were: (I) low achieving
tutors did significantly better in academic achievement than
the tutor control group. and (2) the tutees with female tutors
did significantly better than the tutees with male tutors.

Order No. 74-6607, 100 pages.


